
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE U1 STRICT OF COLDMRIA 

liAROLD WEISDERG, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, 

Defendant. 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I am the plaintiff in this instant cause. . 

I reside at 7627 Old Receiver Road, Route 12, Frederick, Md. 

1, My prior experiences include those of reporter, investigative reporter, 

Senato investigator and intelligence analyst. My experience as an intelligence 

analyst was in the forerunner of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and in 

the Department of State. 

2. In addition to these prior experiences, I have devoted 16 years to 

study of the assassination of President Kennedy and its official investization. 

I am responsible for bringins to light wuch of what did not come to public atten-

tion as a result of the Warren Cormission's (the Commission) work. The first of 

my seven books was the first definitive analysis of the work of that Commission. 

It and my subsequent books also analysed the functioning of the various police, 

investigative and intelligence agencies involved in the 'investigation of the 

assassination. I have made extensive use of the Freedom of Information Act (FOI.0, 

obtaining and studying en enormous volume of records of the various agencies. I 

know of no one who has examined as many formerly secret records relating to the 

crime and its investigation. My knowledge is such that in C.A. 75-226 the 

Department of Justice stated that I know more about the assassination of President 

gennedy and its official investigation than anyone in the FRI. 

3. I have read the November 26 affidavit of Robert E. Owen (the Owen' 

affidavit), of the Directorate of Operations of :Ala CIA. 
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4. Although misleading and dissembling are prized and well-developed 

skills in all intelligence agencies, in the CIA these are must highly prized - 

and practiced - in the component of which Owen is part. In less polite language, 

it is known as "dirty tricks." 

5. To my knowledge there is nothing in the Owen affidavit that could not 

have been alleged in his and other prior government affidavits in this instant 

cause. 

b. Based on my knowledge and experience, I believe that the reason the 

statements in this affidavit were not made earlier is because of the risk, 

known to the defendant, defendant's counsel dnd the CIA, that I would prove them 

to be deceptive, misleading and untruthful. 

1;141 1471 
7, Because the Court IMEI at the October 17, 1979, calendar call that 

the Court does not read all the affidavits and because of the length required 

For a paragraph-by-paragraph rebuttal of the Owen affidavit, I state at the 

'outset that it is the purpose of this affidavit to show that the Owen affidavit 

is deceptive, misleading, inaccurate and untruthful in ways that are not acci-

dental and that part of the proof is the attachments, most of which are of CIA 

documents that were disclosed by it long before the two Commission executive 

sessiop transcripts in question (the transcripts) were disclosed. 

8. In Paragraphs 2 and 3 Owen presents a version of what he refers to as 

the "rationale" and "circumstances" of the classification of the transcripts in 

question. he does not state that the transcripts were properly classified, and 

they were not. The Commission had no power or authorization to classify. These 

records were "classified" by the court reporter, as a means of avoiding careless-

ness in his office. This was established in court in my C.A. 2052-73. 

9. The "circumstances" set forth in Paragraph 3 are not relevant. They 

also are a careful rewriting of "cold war" history from which essentials are 

eliminated. This Owen account of the state of the world at the time of the 

assassination concludes with, "One of the most disturbing questions at the time 

was whether Lee.Rarvey Oswald was a Soviet agent." From this, in Paragraph.3, 

he  inferred Soviet involvement. 
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10. Except among a few entrenched political paranoids, the CIA knew and 

stated in contemporaneous records I have obtained that Oswald was not a Soviet 

agent and that the Soviets had no connection with the crime. A few samples of 

these records, disclosed by the CIA itself, follow below. At the time of 

Watergate, the CIA got rid of these officials of paranoidal view and preconcep-

tion, those responsible for the fictions Owen now resuscitates. (Because there 

is overlapping of subject matter in the Owen paragraphs and in the records, 

there is overlapping in the paragraphs of this affidavit and its exhibits have 

relevance to other portions of the Owen affidavit than the parts to which they 

are initially addressed.) 

/I. Owen's revisions of history ignore the fact that the Soviets pre- 

(erred President Kennedy over his unsuccessful opponent at the time he was 
ets'gr2... 

elected and over his successor. It is not reasonable to suspect that the Soviet 

Union would assassinate the American President of its preference only to have. 

him succeeded by one it did not prefer. rhere is no factual basis for the 

suspicion now and there was none at the time. As the CIA itself stated, the 

assassination was opposed to Soviet theory and practice. 

12. Owen does refer to the Bay of Pigs, one of a still unended series of 

great disasters engineered by the CIA (one he does not mention is Iran), and to 

the "Cuban Missile Crisis," but he fails to state their conclusion. The "Crisis" 

ended with assurances that there would be no war over or in Cuba and with the 

beginning of what is now called "detente." The first step in this after lhe end 

of the crisis was the limited test ban agreement initiated by President Kennedy. 

13. President Kennedy took other steps toward reducing tensions with the 

USSR, such as canceling an ugreement to provide Crest Britain with "Blue Streak" 

missiles and withdrawing American missiles near the USSR, beginning with those 

in Turkey. These changes in American policy fur which President Kennedy was 

responsible, wanted by the Soviet Union, were clearly enunciated in his speech 

at American University the summer before he was assassinated. So while there were 

tensions in the world, to a large degree brought to pass by the excesses of 

agencies like the CIA, under President Kennedy's leadership and to the Liking 

and agreement of the USSR, they were being reduced. 
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14. At the time President Kennedy was assassinated, he had ordered the 

liquidation of United States involvement in Viet Nam. This was to be accom-

plished by monthly withdrawals Of "advisers" and to be completed by the next 

election. The process was begun. It ended a few days after he was kilted. 

Earlier he had ordered the end of our intrusions elsewhere in Southeast Asia. 

This was circumvented by the CIA, which continued those subordinate undeclared 

wars with proxy armies of its creation and financing. This is thoroughly docu-

mented in The Invisible Government, by David Wise and Thomas 5. Roes, first 

published in June 1964. 

15. The baseless question of "whether Oswald was an agent of the USSR" 

was created by a few CIA political paranoids end others of the same mindset. The 

CIA pressed this at best dubious theory on President Johnson with such vigor it 

is a wonder World War III was not launched as a result. The CIA rushed to the 

White House knuwn fabrications alleging Oswald was a "red" agent. The CIA's 

Mexico City station pushed this hard. When the CIA continued this campaign with 

the Warren Commission, the Phi castigated Director John McCone for his irresponsi-

bility in this regard. The fabrication the CIA pressed upon the new President, 

who was immersed 
i
inthe tragedy, in preserving tranquillity and in the problems 

of succession am; transition, had the known purpose of using the assassination of 

the President as.the justification for an attack on Cuba, which really meant 

launching World War III. 

16. After the CIA disclosed the documents in which the foregoing is explicit, 

it suspended its FOTA disclosure of records relating to. the assassination. I still 

await compliance with my /975 requests and repeated appeals. 

17. This fear of World War IN and the holocaust it would have meant is 

the argument by which President Johnson persuaded Chief Justice Warren to head the 

Presidential Commission as Warren informed his staff at its first meeting with him 

on January 20, 1964. One of several Commission records relating to this that I 

published in 1973 states: "When the position had first been offered to him he 

declined it, on the principle that Supreme Court Justices should not take this 

kind of role." After referring to widespread rumors the President said that some, 
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"if not quenched, could conceivably lead the country into a war which would cost 

40,000,000 lives. No one could refuse to do something which might help prevent 

such a possibility. Tin' President convinced him that this was an occasion on 

which the actual conditions had to overrule general principles." 

18. One of the fabricated reports of Oswald as a pc. "red" assassin, 

referred to in Paragraph 15 above, was concocted by a Nicaraguan, Gilberto 

Alvarado Ugarte, then in Mexico City. It was immediately identifiable as a 

fabrication. Nonetheless: the CIA hawked it immediately to the White House and 

then to the Commission, notwithstanding the fact that it had been diaproven. An 

FBI internal memorandum denouncing this, of December 19, 1963, from its head-

quarters "Oswald" file is attached as Exhibit I. (The unnamed source referred 

to in the concluding sentence is Gerald Ford, who was an FBI informant on secret 

Commission matters, according to FBI records I obtained in C.A. 77-2155.) 

19. Twelve days earlier, according to FBI cable No. 214 from its Mexico 

City Office (file 105-82555-242), Alvarado, who made up this story to get the 

United States to attack Cuba, was to be deported the next morning. 'the cable 

concludes, "CIA UFRE ADVISED..." 

20. About Owen's "most disturbing" question (Paragraph 3), "whether Lee 

Harvey Oswald was a Soviet agent," the CIA knew better and its records say other-

wise. One, of the time prior to Nosenko's defection and reporting of the Russian 

belief that Oswald was en American agent, is CIA Document Number 376-154 (Exhibit 

2). The CIA released this before shutting down all compliance. It debunks any 

\ 
Soviet involvement in the assassination. 

21. Parenthetically, I note that this CIA disclosure also holds the kind 

of information Owen now claims, in Paragraph 5 and elsewhere, must be withheld 

in the interest of national security, wh4the CIA knew about Soviet intelligence. 

22. Each of the six numbered sections of this record dated December 11, 

1.77, 
1963, states the opposite of what Owen now states. The first section says that 

4511122162"1"110  the definitive FBI reports ordered by the President " 	
/4.  

o/ 
that "Oswald was the agent of any foreign government." The second states that 

what is known of Oswald is contrary to what is known of the KGB's practice, that 
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"Long standing KGB practice generally forbids" what Oswald is known to have done, 

including when he made contact with the American Communist Party and Soviet 

embassies. The third begins, "certain facets of Oswald's activities in the USSR 

also argue strongly that the KGB would never have recruited him for a mission of 

any kind... As a re-defector from the USSR he would immediately be suspect ,.." 

The fourth rules out Oswald as the kind of person the USSR would have used in any 

"executive action" or assassination. (Interestingly, the concluding sentence 

confirms in advance what Yuri Nosenko later 	the KGB concluded about Oswald: 

"Even if the KGB had not earlier noted signs of mental aberration, the suicide 

try presumably furnished convincing evidence that Oswald was not agent material.") 

The fifth cites Oswald's activities in Dallas prior to the assassination "as one 

more negative indication of KGB involvement." It also states of this that "It is 

of course, most unlikely that a KGB agent on en executive action mission would be 

permitted (or would permit himself) to" behave publicly as Oswald was reported to 

have behaved - attracting considerable attention to himself by bad conduct on a 

shooting range. Six begins, "The evidence presently available to us seems fairly 

conclusively to rule out any Soviet involvement in the President's assassination." 

None of this information was ever refuted. Most of it is axiomatic in the craft 

of intelligence, (Another axiom is that the intelligence agencies do not assassi-

nate agents of hostile agencies or the heads of other states for to do so is to 

start an endless, self-defeating bloodbath. One of the few exceptions is the CIA, 

which plotted to kill Castro and other heads of state.) 

23. Subsection 6.c is another of the many troubling indications cited 

below that suggest Oswald was not alone and nay have had unknown domestic connec-

tions. It notes accurately that sometimes Oswald misspelled and was ungrammatical 

while at other times he was "rather surprisingly literate." Where he was so 

"surprisingly literate" is in letters later used to pin a red label on him, his 

efforts that are consistent with what is known in intelligence as, establishing 

8 cover. 

24. Throughout, the Owen affidavit is skilled in its Orwellian practice. 

In Paragraph'4 it takes doctrine from "Through the Looking Glass," in Alice In  

Wonderland. It begins mialeadlingly: "In February of 1964 Yuriy Nosenko 

defected to American intelligence." Actually, Nosenko went to the CIA, not 
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"American intelligence," earlier. Records disclosed by the CIA establish this 

was the preceding month. (For example, see CIA Document 498, Exhibit 5.) Then 

thee' slates, "Among tither (hinge, he indicated he pueeessed.information about 

Lee Harvey Oswald's contacts with the KGB while Oswald was in the Soviet Union." 

This is essential to Owen's and the CIA's present purposes and therefore is 

stated. But it is contrary to fact, to what the FBI reports say and to what the 

CIA itself gave as a basis for its long abuse and illegal captivity of Nosenko, 

Nosenko's statement that the KGB made no contact with Oswald, considering him 

unstable. Juhn L. Hart's testimony for the CIA to the House Select Committee on 

Assassinations (the committee) is quite explicit on this. Hart, too, found it 

hard to believe that the KGB made no contact with Oswald. 

25. These formulations also serve to obscure the CIA's real problem with 

what Nosenko said. This is stated in my prior affidavits and is undenied - the 

Russians suspected that Oswald was an American "agent in place." This pointed 

at the CIA, although not it alone, but it did not point at the FBI. 

26. The Nosenko or June 23 Commission transcript holds no indication that 

the Commission Members were informed of this by the CIA. 

27. "As Nosenko was debriefed," the Owen revision of actuality continues, 

"it became clear that Oswald was not an agent of the KCB.' Owen is careful not 

to say when "it became clear." This is because it "became clear" enough prior 

to the CIA's writing of Exhibit 2, which is dated OWIRIMI101, 1963, or some weeks 

before Nosenko defected. 

28. Ignoring Exhibit 2 and an abundance of other records and proofs, Owen's 

newest and long-delayed explanation of alleged need to withhold continues with 

"The problem then became one of establishing Nosenko's bona fides. If Mr. Nosenko 

could be proven to be honest and his information to be believable, it would be 

possible to conclude" what had already been concluded, "that Oswald had no connec-

tion with the Soviet KGB and that the Soviet Union had nothing to do with President 

Kennedy's death." Otherwise, Owen states, it would mean that Nosenko was "pro-

grammed by the KCB to provide false information to establish the 'innocent' 

nature of Oswald's" nonexisting "contacts with the KGB." And horror of horrors, 

thus "it would have been possible to conclude that Oswald may have been an agent 

of the KGB when he shot President Kennedy." 

29. All of these fictions, all of these "possible" conclusions that 



disregard and are contrary to the official conclusions already reached and 

published on exactly those points, are essential to the newest of these constantly 

changing CIA excueem fur Ile- uninerifinble wilhhuldieg! "Establishing Noeenko l a 

bona fides was a critical element in making any judgment on the possibility of 

Soviet involvement in President Kennedy's death." 

30. Owen's conjectures are neither logical nor reasonable. If Nosenko 

were not being "honest," there could be other explanations. Those provided by 

Hart include the physical and emotional conaeluences of the severe punishment and 

the exceptional strain of three years of isolation in a vault, broken only by 

interrogations and efforts to break Nosenko down. Moreover, there was no need 

for the Soviet Union to "program" Nosenko with "false information" and dispatch 

him "to establish the 'innocent' nature of Oswald's contacts with the KGB" or to 

Lead this country to believe that the KCB had no connection with the assassination 

once the official conclusions stating this were published. This was on and after 

December 5, 1963. 

31. Even if relevant to the continued withholding of the transcripts, as 

it is not, "establishing Nosenko's bona fides," Owen's formulation, was no great 

problem. If he provided valuable information that was hurtful to the KGB and 

helpful to the United States, he was bona fide. 

32. De exposed a number of KCB agents and operators, which is hurtful to 

the USSR and helpful to the CIA. lie also "pinpointed the location of forty-four 

microphones built into the walls of the American Embassy (in Moscow) when it was 

constructed in 1952. They were outfitted with covers that shielded them from 

electronic sweeps..." (quoted from John Barron's book, KGB, for which both the 

CIA and the FBI provided information.) Hart's testimony on behalf of the CIA 

confirmed this. The importance and value of such information cannot be exaggerated, 

nor can the harm it did to the KCH's anti-American intelligence gathering. Even 

if it had been assumed for 12 years that the building was bugged, until Nosenko 

"pinpointed the 'location" of these 44 bugs, nobody knew what parts of the embassy 

were bugged and what were not. Knowing rather than merely suspecting the bugging 

also was important information. 



33. Nosenko's subsequent career as a well-paid CIA consultant, lecturer 

and text writer on intelligence leaves no doubt about his bona fides. Only those 

whu had motive lur destroying him - and literally planned to do it - could believe 

the irrational and unbelievable, what Owen conjectures and Hart testified was 

without foundation. 

34. The method by which the CIA undertook to establish Nosenko's "bona 

fides" - torture and unprecedented abuse according to Hart but "model" treatment 

according to the CIA's affidavits in this instant cause - is the one way guaranteed 

nut to accomplish that end. On ite part the Fill had no doubts about Nosenko's 

bona fides. Otherwise, as my uncontested prior affidavits state, it would not 

have arranged for him to testify before the Commisaion without consulting either 

the Commission or the CIA. 

35. Owen's dissertation on "establishing the bona fides of a defector," 

his Paragraph 5, acknowledges that this can be accomplished by "independent 

verification of a substantial portion of the intelligence information received 

from ihe defector." Instead of stating whether or not the CIA was able to do 

this, as it was and did, Owen goes into but a single means, CIA agents inside the 

hostile service. He implies rhere are no other means. He describes verification 

capability as "normally a well-guarded secret, since public acknowledgment usually 

prompts hostile action to negate such sources." His big point is that "the public 

acknowledgment of u lack of such capabilities can be very effectively used against 

an intelligence service by hostile foreign intelligence services." Carried away 

by his mixture of irrelevant truth and untruth, Owen reaches the newest excuse 

for withholding the transcripts: "... when the defector is an intelligence officer 

(and) the independent verification requires other sources knowledgeable of the 

daily, inner workings of the defector's intelligence service." Owen leaves no 

doubt that he really means only CIA agents inside the KGB with "acknowledgment of 

the CIA's ability to provide independent verification of information received from 

a KGB defector would establish the likelihood that the CIA had sources inside the 

KCB." And such a CIA agent inside the KCB, without whom no verification of Nosenko 

would be possible, had to be of high rank, able to "influence KCB intelligence 

activities." 
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36. All of this typifies CIA efforts to intimidate the courts. Without 

doubt, the CIA is expert in intelligence matters. The courts, like all concerned 

Ass.rieens, do c:Ile shunt prenetving esseniial intelligence functions and du tend 

to accept CIA representations. Few people outside of agencies like the CIA 

understand the actualities of intelligence or have specific knowledge of the 

matters in question. In this particular case the CIA representations are untrue. 

It can be and in the Nosenko matter it was simple to establish his bona fides by 

"independent verification" and this did not require any CIA agents inside the KGB. 

it Nosenko did provide valuable information not previously known, what is regarded 

as other than "throw away" information, his bona fides were established. The two 

matters cited above, identification of active KGB agents and operations and of 

the 44 bugs in the Moscow embassy, where "independent verification" required 

American, not KGB, probing of the embassy walls, are more than enough to establish 

Nosenko's bona fides. 

37. With'regard to the alleged question of Nosenko's bona fides, it should 

be remembered that the conjectured purpose of dispatching Nosenko as a KGB disin-

formation operator in the investigation of the President's assassination did not 

exist. It is a CIA-manufactured fiction. 

38. Owen then seeks to terrify the Court again with still another horror 

chat, even if it were true, has no applicability in this case, that if it became 

clear to the KGB that the CIA lacked the means of independently verifying certain 

information about the KGB," whatever "certain" may mean, "it might mean that the 

CIA had no source inside the KCB which could in turn signify that the CIA had no 

way of knowing about any KGB agents operating inside of the CIA ..." 

39. Taking the last part first, there was, after this case was in court 

and prior to the Owen affidavit, intense public discussion of just this, whether 

the KGB had penetrated the CIA. CIA people were on both sides. The debate centered 

around former Director William Colby and his efforts to cleanse the CIA. There 

was the suspicion that James Jesus Angleton, long-time head of counter-intelligence, 

was such a KGB "mole" because his activities were construed as wrecking. There 

is also the information provided by the CIA and the FBI to Edward J. Epstein, 
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detailed in my prior affidavits and not refuted. Epstein then identified such 

a KGB "mole" by the code-name "Fedora," with enough description to make his 

ideutificution by the K111 unlomelic. 	(Angleton is one of those who raised phony 

questions about Nosenko's bona fides: The alleged doubts resulted in the long 

abuse and illegal captivity of Nosenko and denied the CIA the dependable use of 

some of his information and his services which the CIA has since found so 

valuable. Angleton was an Epstein source. Whether or not related, immediately 

after Epatein's "Fedora" disclosure, Arkady N. Shevchenko, highest ranking Russian 

on the United Nations staff, was first ordered home and then defected to the 

United States. The lurid details of the CIA's financing of his extravagant life 

thereafter, including an expensive call girl, have been on the front pages and 

are in a book by that woman. 

40. Moreover, it does not require a "source inside the KGB" to know of 

"KCB agents working inside of the CIA." There are other means of making the 

determination. In the recent case of the convicted former CIA man, William P. 

• Kampiles, there was no "source inside the KGB" to identify him. Internationally, 

there are many similar illustrations. 

41. Because "independent verification" of Nosenko did not require a 

"source inside tee KGB," the KGB would not assume either of Owen's alternative 

postulates, that' acknowledged confirmation of Nosenko meant the CIA had penetrated 

the KGB or that acknowledged failure to make independent confirmation meant that 

the CIA had not penetrated the KGB. The most obvious additional disproof of the 

first postulate'is that it was done without aid from any CIA agent inside the 

KGB, according to the CIA's own testimony, given by Hart. The most obvious of 

the disproofs of the alternative postulate is that it wee contemporaneously admitted 

chat the CIA did not immediately make verification. With the CIA's approval, 

the 1964 Warren Report says rhis. 

42. Along with his claim that to establish Nosenko's bona fides the CIA 

required sources within the KGB, Owen also alleges in Paragraph 6 and thereafter 

a CIA inability to conduct investigations inside the Soviet Union. He qualifies 

this in Paragraph 7, where he cites Hart as authority for saying the CIA "did 
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not have any assets capable of making an investigation within the Soviet Union." 

This is not the same as saying that the CIA had no "assets" or "capabilities" 

within Ihe OSSe. 

43. The most obvious additional proof of Owen's wrongful intent in all 

of this, his allegations beginning in Paragraph 5, is the fact that the CIA and 

the FBI disclosed records holding the identical information Owen now swears to 

this Court had to be withheld. Owen's new allegations supposedly account for 

the withholding of the transcripts until the day the government's brief was due 

at the appeals court. The exhibits I provide in disproof of these Owen allega-

tions were provided to me by the FBI and by CIA before it suspended all compliance 

with my FOIA requests more than two years ago, which was prior to Hart's testimony. 

44. In addition, much such information was provided to the Warren Commission 

and was disclosed by the defendant with the CIA's approval. One of these records, 

of Ill pages, is titled "Oswald's Foreign Activities." This is precisely what 

Owen and the CIA now claim it could not investigate. It is the kind of information' 

Owen now claims had to be withheld lest the nation's security be endangered.. 

These records, long readily available to the public, abound in citations of the 

CIA and in confirmation of what Nosenko said. 

45. Although Owen represents that the CIA had no "assets" inside the 

Soviet Union, the consular official to whom Oswald pretended to renounce his 

citijenship - while being careful to preserve it - was Richard Snyder. Snyder 

is acknowledged to have been a CIA man. The Embassy doctor, who met with Oswald 

and gave Oswald his mother's name and United States address, also was an intelli-

gence operative. lie was involved in the Penkovsky case and trial. Re serviced 

Colonel Oleg Penkovsky's "drops." The executed Penkovsky was an extraordinarily 

valuable CIA asset. 

46. Exhibit 3, CIA Document 151-60, discloses the CIA's ability to check 

"landing cards and hotel registers." Unnecessary withholdings make it impossible 

torinpoint the country of origin, but if it was Finland then the fact of CIA 

operations and investigations there was published by the Warren Commission. 

Publication includes the CIA's check of landing cards and hotel registers there. 
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The CIA also conducted USSR investigations relating to Oswald from there. 

Exhibit 3 also indicates the opposite of reason for the CIA to suspect Soviet 

i livii I vemetit 	in I ha. 115111155 11111 11111. 

47. Another Soviet source is used in Exhibit 4, CIA Document 350-140. 

The CIA's source, identification withheld, met with "SOVIET FMS. REP.," which is 

substituted for identification. The information confirms Nosenko, "SOVIET SAID 

ACT INCOMPREHENSIBLE BECAUSE COULD NOT EFFECT CHANGE IN U.S., ESPECIALLY FOREIGN 

POLICY..." It states that "OSWALD'S STAY RUSSIA HAD NO BEARING ON CRIME BECAUSE 

OF CP DIRECTIVE SINCE TIME OF LENIN CONSIDERED OPPRESSION OPPONENTS ONLY DAMAGING 

COMMUNIST MOVEMENT." Meager as is this information, it could enable the KGB to 

identify the CIA's source. This disclosed record, which confirms some of what 

Nosenko said, that foreigners could work inside the USSR, illustrates that the 

CIA did not require agents inside the KGB for independent verification. 

48. Exhibit 5, CIA Document 498, is one of the earliest records relating 

CO the assassination disclosed by the CIA. The subject includes Nosenko's name. 

' The record itself discloses that he was "queried on the OSWALD affair on 23 

6 
January 1914." This is earlier than Owen acknowledges in his Paragraph 4. 

Exhibit 5 is the CIA's response to an FBI "memorandum 	in which you requested 

information which would tend to corroborate or disprove NOSENKO's information 

concerning Lee Harvey OSWALD." This is precisely what Owen swears to this Court 

could not be disclosed. However, the CIA did not try to con the FBI. In fact, 

it did not even ',other to classify the record. Contrary to the Owen affirmation, 

that national security required secrecy for 15 years, until the CIA had domestic 

political need to dispense with some of its false pretenses, its 1964 answer at 

the bottom of page 3 states explicitly what Owen swears could not be. disclosed: 

"This agency has no information that would specifically corroborate or disprove 

NOSENNO's statements regarding Lee Harvey OSWALD." 

49. There is much information about which Nosenko was asked other than 

"regarding" Oswald. This had to do with what Oswald could and could not do within 

the USSR, applicable Soviet law, regulations, custom and practice and the manner 

of their observance, treatment of people like Oswald and much else. That the CIA 
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did confirm Nosenko in these areas is reflected in readily available Warren 

Commission records. However, most of the information Nosenko provided, many 

hundreds of pages of it in the CIA's files, had nothing to do with Oswald or Lhe 

assassination. 

50. There is similar revelation of what Owen states could not be disclosed 

in the CIA's partial but nonetheless fairly extensive releases of its questioning 

of Nosenko and the responses he made. Any informed intelligence agency could 

easily interpret these many pages, like those attached ae Exhibit 6.titled 

"QUESTIONS FOR NOSENKO." This discloses to a subject expert less than it would 

have disclosed to the KGB, but it leaves little doubt that the CIA had a mindset 

and bad information. It also reflects the CIA preconception that Nosenko lied 

or a determination to lead him to say That he lied to the FBI, whose released 

records I have and have studied. An intelligence analyst's study of this released 

record, particularly along with those of the FBI, would disclose precisely what 

Owen pretends the CIA was trying not to disclose by withholding the transcripts 

in question. 

51. If the KGB had the interest, as Owen pretends, and if it did not 

obtain the CIA's releases, it could have gotten the CIA's questions from Edward 

Jay Epstein's book, Legend, pages 357 ff. 

52. The CIA's draft of questions to be addressed to the Soviet Government 

(CIA Document 489-196A, Exhibit 7) contains the same kind of disclosures. Even 

more, these questions were guaranteed to be counter-productive. This may not be 

apparent to nonexperts, but the State Department and the Commission staff perceived 

this immediately. 

53. In June of 1978 the CIA disclosed a copy of the Commission's February 

1964 internal memo on this as CIA Document 513-199B. (Page 1 only attached as 

Exhibit 8) 

54. Contrary to the Owen representation that the Soviet Government was 

suspected of complicity in the assassination, the Commission recommendation was 

that it be told that Oswald was a neurotic loner and he and the assassination 

were "not connected with the Russian Government." 

55. Of the CIA's draft the memorandum begins with: 
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The State Department feels that the CIA draft carries an inference 

that we suspect that Oswald might have been an agent for the Soviet 
Government and that we are asking the Russian Government to document 
our au.pieiuna. The State Department feels that the Russian Govern-

ment will not answer a letter of thia kind, at leaet not truthfully, 

and that it will also do positive harm in that they will take 
offense at our sending it to them. 

56. Why the sophisticated CIA would undertake to turn off any cooperation 

from the Soviet Government is one of many perplexing aspects of all of this, 

particularly of the CIA's continuing withholdings and its continuing refusal to 

comply with my information requests after many years. Despite the Owen repre-

sentations, of alleged disclosures because of review and declassification for 

the House committee, my Hosenko requests, which date to 1975, remain without 

compliance. The appeals are not acted on, not even responded to. There has been 

no satisfactory explanation for the name of the embassy officer who serviced 

Penkovsky's intelligence information "drops" appearing in Oswald's address book. 

Another troubling fact is the CIA's inability to show that Oswald could have 

reached Helsinki on his way to Moscow by the time he did if he had used any 

' known commercial carrier, as my previous affidavits show. I cite these among 

a number of such troubling considerations because they can bear on motive for 

this latest in a series of palpably unfaithful CIA representations to this Court. 

57. Owen totally ignored the 10 pages of the January 21 transcript and 

all the information relatingeto it provided in my prior affidavits until compelled 

to justify that withholding. He still ignores all I stated about it. He does not 

attempt to refute it because he cannot. From what Owen says of this transcript, 

it cannot be recognized. He says that it "reveals a discussion of the problems 

0f how to verify information concerning activities in the Soviet Union related to 

Lee Harvey Oswald's personal experiences as a defector.' Such information was 

disclosed,long before the transcript was denied, in the agendas of the executive 

sessions, which the defendant made available to me and to others. Owen says that 

"It is clear that CIA representatives had briefed the Commission staff on the 

Agency's capabilities." This is a large exaggeration. There is reference only 

to consultation with the two defectors and then only to consulting them "in 

drafting questions to be put to the Soviet government and in reviewing the 
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documents (sic) written by Oswald." It is obvious that the CIA had many other 

capabilities. 

58. Owen does not state that nothing is reasonably segregable. This is 

because, even if all he suggests were true, which it is not, then most of the 

transcript would still be reasonably segregable. 

59. The Oswald "documents," hii writings, were all in the public domain 

long before this transcript was withheld. The Commission published them in 

facsimile. That they were examined by the various executive agencies, including 

for codes, also was disclosed by the Commission. That they were unclassified is 

in the transcript itself. 

60. Because he cannot, even at this late date, contrive any other expla-

nation for the unjustifiable withholding, Owen claims the transcript discloses a 

secret about these defectors, "the status of their relationship with the CIA and 

the manner in which they were proposed for use in support of the Warren Commission." 

This, lie states, "suggested a great deal about the level of confidence the CIA 

had in those defectors." 

61. This, obviously, is not true. The CIA, the State Department and/or 

the Commission could have ignored any and all suggestions made by the defectors 

in their "support," recommending questions to be asked of the Soviet Government. 

62. Likewise it is not true that "Conversely, the fact that no other 

intelligence capabilities were discussed to support the same" unspecified 

"objectives of the Commission suggested strongly that other assets (sic) were 

either not available or not considered appropriate or reliable." This is an 

invention that has no basis. The Commission's agenda was disclosed and this part 

of the transcript is limited to whether the Commission wanted the CIA to consult 

these two defectors for suggestions on the questions to be asked, no more. The 

absence of Commission, not CIA, reference to other "capabilities" or "assets" is 

entirely immaterial to whether or not the CIA had others, as it did in any event. 

63. However, still without naming them, as I have from what is in the 

public domain, Owen now does admit that "The fact that two officers had defected 

from the KGB was obviously not a secret to the Soviet KGB" In this he admits 

that the withholding served no national security end. 
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64. Owen does not show how anything would have been disclosed by not 

withholding the transcript. He seeks to suggest it with the characteristic 

overblown generalities of the intelligence age•nclee, which would stamp a recipe 

for chicken soup "secret." There would not have been any disclosure of "the 

status of their relationship with the CIA." 

65. Consulting these two did not disclose the "level of confidence" 

imparted because their suggestions could have been ignored and because it is an 

obvious assumption that, once they defected to the CIA, it would ask them questions 

based on their knowledge and prior experiences. 

66. However, because Owen raises these false questions, I address them 

with what had been disclosed, particularly by the CIA, while it withheld the 

transcript. This is to show that Owen's representations are spurious and that 

the CIA knew them to be spurious. 

67. The nitty-gritty, the questions to be asked of the USSR, in part is 

addressed in preceding paragraphs of this affidavit. Long ago the CIA itself 

disclosed two different copies of proposed questions from one of these defectors. 

The CIA typed and then retyped this memorandum, practicing different withholdings 

on the two versions and by this inconsistency demonstrating that it practices 

unjustifiable withholdings. CIA Document 413-76A consists of a copy of a carbon 

copy of one version, with a covering memo from which the date was first removed 

and then added by hand, "16 Dec 63." At the top of the first page of the 

defector's memo, after "Subject," all identification of the one who provided the 

"Conmienrs on President Kennedy's AssasAinatiod'is withheld. (These two pages are 

attached as Exhibit 9.) Nothing else remains in the heading. But in the other 

and clearer copy re/eased by the CIA, from which in xeroxing the document number 

was eliminated, the date of November 27, 1963, not 16 Dec 63, remains and "Soviet 

Defector" is written in near the obliteration of the name. The CIA's stamp reflects 

its FOIA disclosure in May L976. (This copy is attached as Exhibit 10.) 

68. Because of the time gap between the two defections, although the CIA 

withholds the name from what it released, it nonetheless identifies this particular 

defector by giving the time of his defection. The KGB, obviously, knew when each 
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defected. This one is Petr S. Derjabin (the FBI's spelling). 

69. It cannot be claimed in late 1979 that there had to be withholding to 

keep secret the "levet of confidence" or lack of it that Was reposed in Derjabin 

when the CIA had already disclosed this by having him translate the published 

Penkovsky Papers, about which, over his name, Derjabin boasted in a letter to 

the editor of the Washington Post of November 19, 1965. (Derjabin also published 

two books, The Secret World in 1959 and Watchdogs of Terror in 1972.) Other ways 

in which his identification and career were public, including by Congressional 

testimony, are set forth in my earlier affidavits in this instant cause. That 

the CIA used Derjabin to translate the Penkovsky papers and permitted him to 

testify to a Congressional committee reflects the CIA's "level of confidence" 

in him. 

70. The covering memo in Exhibit 9 includes the disclosure of what Owen 

claims had to be kept secret, "We have decided to pass on his views without 

editing, and this Agency dues out specifically endorse his conclusions or 

recommendations." 

71. That the CIA retyped and also distributed the memo does not suggest 

any lack of confidence or any belief that Derjabin's comments are worthless. 

lc also does not suggest any lack of confidence in Derjabin when the CIA proposed 

to the Commission that questions be asked of the Soviet Government after it 

received Derjabin's November 27, 1963, recommendation that "the Soviet Government 

. should be requested to furnish information" about Oswald in the Soviet Union, 

followed by indication of the information to be sought. (Interestingly enough, 

Derjabin postulated precisely what Nosenko later said, that Oswald "was considered 

unstable" by the KCB and that he was "allowed to leave the Soviet Union as an 

undesirable.") 

72. For the most part Derjabin 'a memo is paranoidal and inaccurate. It 

reflects a strong bias and personal prejudices. Giving credence to Derjabin 

discloses much about "the level of confidence" that can be vested in the CIA 

itself. 

73. Beginning long before my first request for the withheld records, 

Derjabin's identification and past were public domain. Long before this instant 

cause was filed, the FBI disclosed records in the Warren Commission files relating 

to him without withholding his identification. Some disclose that, the FBI iiposed — 

a zero level of confidence in him. One FBI record, compared with Exhibits 9 and — 
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10, adds justification of the FBI's opinion. 

74. In the FBI headquarters "Oswald" file, 105-82555, there is a long 

renurr by the Waahington Field Office, Serial 1079. 	1 attach as Exhibit 11 the 

cover page, which discloses that the record was never classified, and page 41, 

which refers to an interview with Derjabin on November 26, 1963. This is the day 

before the date on his CIA memo. 

75. The FBI reported that "DERJABIN does not believe the Soviet Government 

had any knowledge of OSWALD's plan to assassinate President KENNEDY." However, 

his next day's memo to the CIA states the opposite, that Oswald "was specifically 

dispatched to murder our President." 

76. This discloses more than "the level of confidence" that could be 

vested in Derjabin. That the CIA did not convey this to the Commission also 

discloses much about the "level of confidence" that can be placed in the CIA and 

in any representation it makes regarding the withholding of the transcript. The 

transcript duea nut discluae thin serious question about "the level of confidence" 

the Commission could safely have had in Derjabin or in the CIA that proposed 

consulting him about questions to be asked of the Soviet Government. 

77, In myi prior affidavits, from what was within the public domain, I 

identified the other KCB defector as Anatoly M. Colitain. Owen still does not 

provide identification to the Court. However, what Owen withholds from this 

Court in Lace 1979 the CIA did not withhold in May 1976, for on the second page 

of the Derjabin memo he refers to "GOLITSIN's defection." This also discloses 

"the level of confidence" that can be placed in the Owen affidavit and any other 

CIA representations having to do with withholding attributed to "national 

security." 

78. In Paragraph 6 Owen also seeks to convey the false notion that these 

two defectors were the only means available ."to verify information concerning 

activities in the Soviet Union related to Lee Harvey Oswald's personal experiences 

as a defector." He states that the CIA "briefed the Commission staff on the 

Agency's capabilities" and proposed only to use these two defectors as consultants 

on the questions and in reviewing Oswald's largely anti-Soviet writings. He 

states also that "the fact that no other intelligence capabilities were discussed" 
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by the Commission, not the CIA, "suggested strongly that other assets were either 

not available or not considered appropriate or reliable." This is a deception. 

Vvmpitv Owen'n 	 and vaguvneam s  i( is not true. 

79. Anyone who has examined the disclosed records of the Warren Commission 

at the Archives knows very well that the CIA had and used many other means of 

verification and of obtaining and providing information relating to Oswald and 

the USSR. To reflect this I attach as Exhibit 12 an early CIA record of the extent 

to which, contrary to Owen's representations, the CIA was able to render services 

and provide information to the Warren Commission. This record, CIA Document 647-

824, is dated April 8, 1964. It states that as of that early date the CIA had 

"prepared and forwarded" to the Commission a large number of papers and other 

intelligence materials. This is one of many records showing the CIA was able to 

do more than talk to two defectors. 

80. This record also indicates that the CIA had many means of establishing 

Nosenko's bona fides other than by access to NCB records and particularly as it 

related to Oswald's life and treatment in the USSR. 

81. In Paragraph 7 Owen forgets that in his earlier affidavit, in which 

he could have alleged what he does in this one, he was content to attach merely 

the beginning of an unofficial transcript of Hart's testimony before the House 

committee. Now he cites books and pages. But at no point dues he state that  

Hart's testimony related in any way to the Commission's Nosenko or June 23  

transcript. It does not, as without contradiction my prior affidavit states. 

Owen's references to classified materials and their alleged declassification are 

entirely irrelevant. He makes no effort to show any relevance. 

82. Similarly, he here refers to the January 21 transcript by quoting 

Hart on the intimidating but irrelevant, that the CIA "did not have any assets  

capable of making an investigation within the Soviet Union." (emphasis added) 

Ho such question exists. It is not germane to the transcript or any of its content, 

which deals with whether or not the two defectors would be consulted in the 

preparation of questions to be sent CO the Soviet Government, not investigating 

in the Soviet Union. There thus also is no relevance, except as another CIA 
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attempt to frighten this Court, in "public acknowledgement of CIA's limitation: 

on intelligence activities in the Soviet Union in 1964 could still, in 1978, be 

used by the Soviet KCJI to tht• aisndvantage or the CIA and in a manner in which 

identifiable damage could result." 

83. Magically, this hazard has since vapurized, ostensibly because of 

"the political necessity posed by the Congressional investigation." Within my 

experience "political necessity" is a new protection against hazard to national 

security. 

84. Obviously, this is another false pretense. If the committee's 

inspection did not reveal that the transcripts were improperly classified, they 

would still be classified, as is much else made available to the committee. 

85. At the time in question the CIA's "limitations" were not nearly as 

great in the Soviet Union as Owen would have believed. When the CIA had other 

"political necessity," it was disclosed that the top Soviet leaders had been bugged 

in Moscow, even when they were driving around, and their conversations were 

• recorded. It also obtained a copy of Khrushchev's secret denunciation of Stalin, 

the entire lengthy text. 

86. Among defectors, the CIA was not limited to these two former KGB 

officers, as Owen represents. Another is the former Soviet naval officer who 

took the name Nicholas Shadrin when he defected in 1959. Shadrin disappeared in 

Europe while serving as an American agent. (Contrary to the CIA's representations 

relating to its treatment of defectors, Nosenko in particular, retired CIA Deputy 

Director, Dr. Ray Cline, is quoted in the Washington Post of December 9, 1975, as 

saying that "After ... what happened to Nosenko and Shadrin we may have trouble 

encouraging ocher defectors." Shadrin's wife - or widow - is quoted in the same 

article as saying, "The Swedes warned us not to come to the U.S. They use you 

and dump you.") 

87. On his initiative and after several phone calls to me, one claiming 

a K(R background and CIA connection met with me in a public place in February 1975. 

He had a pathological hatred of Nosenko and resented very much that Nosenko was 

crusted by the.CIA. He also disclosed that other defectors were employed in the 
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Washington area. He identified one as working as a translator for the National 

-Institutes of Health. I know of no way in which this man could have known of 

my invert-at in Nosenko except rrom HOW official source and of no way any official 

source could have known other than by eavesdropping because this was prior to my 

first request of any agency for any Nosenko information. This man, who used the 

name "Mr. Martin" (Golitsin's middle initial is "M"). undertook to destroy any 

confidence I could have placed in anything Nosenko said. This incident, along 

with the CIA's making Nosenko available to John Barron and Edward J. Epstein, as 

detailed in my prior affidavits and referred to again below, is quite inconsistent 

with Owen's and the CIA's representations relating to defectors and alleged dangers 

to them. 

88. At the beginning of Paragraph 8 Owen interprets the June 23 transcript 

as meaning the Commission's primary concerns were an alleged inability "to estab-

lish the bona fides of Nosenko" and "the negative consequences of this uncertainty 

for the Commiasion'a hope to use Nosenko's information." Others reading the 

transcript and knowing the subject matter may drew other conclusions, as I do. 

It reflects the CIA's successful befuddlement of the Commission. With regard to 

establishing Nosenko's "bona fides," as my prior Paragraphs show, the information 

Nosenko provided was not throw-away information, was important, and did establish 

that he was an authentic defector. Hart testified that the question was not even 

one of bona fides; that with regard to what Nosenko said about Oswald and the KGB 

the question rather wos ono of his memory, which Hart testified was severely 

impaired by the CIA's abuse and isolation of him; and that despite his high 

intelligence, scientific testing showed that Nosenko did not have a good memory. 

89. Owen states that while some information was disclosed earlier, "None 

of the documents released prior to the report of the House Committee in its Volume 

II contained details concerning the problems involved in establishing Nosenko's 

bona fides." This is a careful phrasing intended to deceive by misstating what 

is at issue in the June 23 transcript and what was disclosed prior to its release. 

In fact, the transcripts themselves were disclosed prior to the publication of 

Volume II. The June 23 transcript is not concerned with "the problems involved 
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in establishing Nosenko's bona fides." By this means Owen seeks to deceive and 

mislead by suggesting that Nosenko's bona fides had not been established or 

disclosed and that lhete was no disclosure of this prior to the release of the 

transcript. This is false. 

90. Owen represents a Commission concern over the "negative consequences" 

of uncertainty about Nosenko for its "hope to use Nosenko's information." He 

shows no such negative consequences and there were none for the Coamission. It 

expressed no such hope. It concluded otherwise, as the transcript reflects. 

The Commission's records show that virtually all Nosenko said was available to 

it from other sources except for what the CIA wants ignored, his report that the 

KGB suspected Oswald served American intelligence. 

91. Because of the CIA, the Commission did not use Nosenko's name in its 

Report. The Report was altered prior to publication, again in response to the 

CIA's request. The original draft of the pertinent passage was released by the 

defendant in this instant cause on June 22, 1973. It states of Nosenko exactly 

what Owen would have believed was not known prior to the disclosures to the House 

committee, "his reliability cannot be assessed at this time." This means that 

what Owen swears had to be kept secret from the KGB was available to it in this 

formulation for more than five years before the transcript was disclosed and for 

two years before this lawsuit was filed. 

92. There is a less specific formulation but one that would have been 

correctly understood by the KGB in a Commission staff memo on a March 12, 1964, 

conference with the CIA. The first-  paragraph reads, "The first topic of conver-

sation was Yuri Nosenko, the recent Soviet defector ... the CIA's recommendation 

being that the Commission await further developments." Ambiguous as this is, it 

would have told the KCB that the CIA was discouraging the Commission's interest 

in Nosenko and that it questioned'the dependability of what.he said. This also 

is what Owen claims had to be and was kept secret. It also was not withheld until 

1979. It was disclosed by the defendant on January 24, 1975, which is prior to 

the filing of this instant cause. 

93. Although it is true that the CIA misled the Commission about 

Nosenko's bona fides, it is not true that its alleged doubts were kept secret 

until the Mouse report appeared. The KGB would not have had to consult public 
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records. All it had to do is read the papers. The CIA's own disclosure was 

dispatched around the world by an Associated Press story. I quote from a San 

Visueisco newspnper's public/Ilion of a W4)0111001' story of.March 25, 1976, to 

reflect the widespread publication within this country: 

A recently released CIA memo shows that -lames Angleton, then head 
of CIA counterintelligence, told the (Warren) Commission that the 

CIA had no information that would either prove or disprove 

Nosenko's story. 

This was more than three years before the time Owen swears the information was 

first made public. 

94. On May 9, 1975, on the coast-to-coast CBS-TV Evening News, John 

McCone, who was Director of Central Intelligence at the time of the Commission, 

was interviewed by Daniel Schorr. I attach as Exhibit 13 the transcript I 

obtained from CBS. McCone stated: 

It is traditional in the intelligence business that we do not accept 

a defector's statements until we have proven beyond any doubt that 

the man is legitimate and the information i8 correct. It took some 

time to prove the bona Cities of the man, which were subsequently 

proven. 

95. This disclosure of even Oven's formulation, of establishing and 

acknowledging Nosenko's bona fides, also was more than three years prior to the 

time until which Owen alleges it was kept secret. 

96. In Paragraph 9 Owen states that the House committee's staff report 

in its Volume II is "based, in part, on classified material made available by 

the CIA and the FBI." If there was any classified FBI material included, this 

means that the PBI withheld from the Commission because the Commission's staff 

report of June 24, 1964, the day after the Nosenko executive session, represents 

that the Commission received only two reports from the FBI, those cited in my 

prior affidavits. They were made available by the defendant on April 7, 1975. 

This, too, is more than three years earlier than Owen represents as the first 

disclosure. This Commission record is the one cited above, 'as stating that "Most 

of what Nosenko told the FBI confirms what we already know from other sources." 

97. In Paragraph 10 Owen refers to portions of the Marc testimony he 

represents as describing the CIA's effort to establish Nosenko's bons fides and 

as what the CIA told the Commission about this. However, his quotations relate 
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not to the CIA's effort to establish Nosenko's bona fides but to its attempt to 

destroy him, thus confirming my prior affidavits: "'The question of how to deal 

with Noeenko has been Carefully examined, ...'" and "'The Agency's activity woe 

devoted to breaking Nosenko, who was presumed, on the basis of supposed evidence 

given by Mr. X, that Nosenko was a "dispatched KGB agent" sent to mislead the 

United States!" The Fart statement that the Commission was told that Nosenko 

"was not a bona fide defector" is not reflected in any Commission records I have 

seen and Owen cites none. 

98. "Hr. X" is Hart's reference to the paranoid CIA official who toyed 

between the choices of driving Nosenko permanently insane and killing him without 

leaving a trace. He is one of the CIA officials who would have had an interest in 

Oswald if Oswald had had any American intelligence connections and who would have 

been involved with KGB defectors. 

99. In Paragraph 10 Owen swears to the opposite of the CIA's earlier 

deceptions and misrepresentations in this instant cause, that its treatment of 

Nosenko was of a nature to attract other defections because he was used as a 

"model" to make defection attractive to potential defectors. "Breaking" a man 

is hardly "model" treatment. Both affirmations cannot be true. The other of the 

pair responsible for creating baseless doubts about Nosenko is Angleton. (Prior 

to heing forced out of the CIA, Angleton himself was suspected of being a KGB 

"mole" within the CIA. He also accused Director William CoLby of being a KGB 

"mole" within the CIA.) The CIA's attitude and belief prior to the beginning of 

its campaign against Nosenko is reflected in Exhibit 12. This was released in 

June 1976 by the CIA. This CIA memo says of "certain aspects of the Soviet phase 

of the OSWALDa' careers" that "NOSENKC's testimony has probably eliminated the 

need for some" of the outlined work the CIA was to do for the Commission. This, 

therefore, discloses that as of April 8, 1964, the CIA credited what Nosenko said, 

regardless of what it told the Commission in March, quoted above in Paragraph 92. 

The superior official's evaluation of this reference to Nosenko's dependability is 

that it has "merit." 

100. Owen's longest quotation of Hart's testimony in Paragraph 10 is not 
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supported by my reading of the available records of the Warren Commission. This 

begins, "It is my understanding that the Nosenko information was made available 

to the Warren Caumismion but it was made available with the reservation that this 

probably was not valid ..." In fact, "the Nosenko information" was not made 

available to the Commission by the CIA until after the Commission informed the 

CIA that it had received this information from the FBI. The FBI did not attach 

any "was not valid" stipulation. I have seen no record indicating that the CIA 

told the Commission that Nosenko's information "was not valid." 

101. The generalities with which Owen begins his eleventh and concluding 

Paragraph are not careless phrasing. They are necessary to avoid overt false 

swearing and as a prelude to his tag line, that the "transcripts were declassified 

because of the declassification of material necessary for the release of Volume II, 

not because of plaintiff's litigation." Owen shows no relevance of the content 

of the transcripts to "... the problems that the U.S. Government had in 1964 in 

confirming the details of events taking place in the Soviet Union and in estab-

lishing the details of activities of the Soviet KGB ..." Nor does he say what events 

or activities. This is because there were none. Norever, the CIA had no diffi-

culties in establishing the details of some events in the Soviet Union, such as 

the firings, global circumnavigations and landings of Soviet satellites. Long 

before the time in question, we had the capabilities of photographing from space 

"events in the Soviet" Union with such "detail" that, as President Eisenhower 

informed the nation, the painted stripes on parking areas were clearly visible 

and, as stated above, bugging the most intimate conferences of top Soviet officials. 

If by "activities of the Soviet KGB" OWen means but for some reason fails to state 

"dispatching" Nosenko to provide disinformation relating to the assassination of 

the President, then he fails to state this because he cannot. He does not contest 

my prior affidavits which state that no such need existed because the conjectured 

need was eliminated weeks earlier by the disclosure of the conclusion of the 

investigation the President directed the FBI to make, that there had been no 

conspiracy. 

102. Owen is not vague about these unspecified "events" because of any 
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intelligence need requiring secrecy. He is vague because he cannot state what 

does not exist at this point in this litigation without too great a risk. If he 

does not continue the CIA's lung record of misleading, deceiving and stating 

untruths in this matter, he makes public acknowledgment of them, and that the CIA 

is not about to do or permit. 

103. Even Owen's representation of what transpired at the June 23 executive 

session is not faithful. The transcript does reveal that the Commissioners were 

intimidated by the mystique of secrecy and the CIA's threat that it might disclose 

intelligence secrets and thus harm the nation. But neither is new. They abound 

in the Commission's and other records that have been public available and for 

years have been admitted by the Commission members and its staff. This, however, 

is not what Owen represents. His allegation that, even after more than a decade, 

releasing the transcripts would provide secret information to the KGB about the 

CIA and its capabilities hinges on the alleged disclosure of uncertainty about 

Nosenko's bona fides. This, as foregoing ?aragraphs of this affidavit show, is 

not an existing or a real question but is a contrivance that is at variance with 

the facts and with the CIA's own prior disclosures. Neither the transcripts nor 

the Commission'sreport provides any comfort for the CIA contrivance. 

104. What Nosenko knew and could have told the CIA was well known to the KGB. 

None of this appears in the Warren Report, which the KGB could have bought anywhere 

for a dollar. There is no possibility that the KGB did not know from this omission 

that there existed at least a question relating to Oswald and Nosenko. The most 

likely conclusion within the KGB, from this alone, is precisely what Owen claims 

had to be hidden from it - that there was some doubt about what Nosenko said 

relating to Oswald. Doubt could not relate to other matters, Like his disclosure 

of those 44 KGB microphones hidden in the walls of the United States Embassy, for 

the KGB knew when they were immobilized, even touched. Thus, what the CIA 

persuaded the Commission to omit from its Report did inform the KGB of precisely 

what Owen now claims had to be "withheld" from it all these years, thanks to the 

spurious and fabricated questions raised by a few influential political paranoids 

in the CIA. 
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105. What the transcript actually says is that the Commission would not 

use Nosenko's information under any conditions, not even "if he is subsequently 

proven to be a hone fide defector." (Page 7641) The Chief Justice himself said, 

"I am allergic to defectors, and I just think we shouldn't put our trust in any 

defectors." (Page 7643) 

106. While this does reflect that someone had raised a question about 

Nosenko's bona fides by June 1964, the CIA decided Nosenko was bona fide more than 

a decade ago and this fact was within the public domain. 

107. In this regard I reiterate that the CIA has not made any effort to 

dispute my prior affidavits which state this or my allegations with regard to its 

having provided Nosenko in person and Nosenko information to writers John Barron 

and Edward J. Epstein, both Long before the alleged declassification for the House 

committee or the release of these transcripts to me. 

108. The degree of attempted CIA intimidation of the Commission is also 

disclosed by the June 23 transcript, as is its successful deception of the 

Commission. General Counsel J. Lee Rankin informed the Members that "I just 

received a call from Mr. Helms this morning about it." (Richard Helms was then 

head of CIA dirty works, the component of which Owen is now part.) Helms' 

alleged fear was of letting the Members of the Presidential Commission read the 

Nuaenko information provided to it by the FBI: "He'd learned that we even had 

papers that the Commissioners were looking at." (Page 7645) Helms did not trust 

any American with what the KGB knew, not even a Member of a Presidential Commis-

sion; "And Mr. Helms said that he thought it even shouldn't be circulated to 

the Commissioners, for fear it might get out, about the name Meaenko," the way 

the court reporter misspelled Nosenko. (Page 7645) According to Commissioner 

Gerald Ford, Helms worried for naught about this because Ford said at the outset 

(Page 7641) that his first knowledge came from some staff drafts he had just 

received but he had not "seen any F.B.I. or C.I.A. reports on him." This was more 

then three months after the Commission received those FBI reports. In turn, this 

means that the Commissioners did not know that the KGB suspected Oswald had been 

an American "sleeper agent," which would have fingered the CIA. 
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109. The only "insight into the CIA that the transcripts could provide," 

Owen's words, is not the baseless and often unfactual conjectures be swears to 

but that it could and did mislead a Presidential Commission and did hide f
rom it 

and from the country the KGB's suspicion that the officially designated Pr
esidential 

assassin served American intelligence. Nothing else was of consequence or not 

known to the KGB at the time these transcripts were withheld from me.and there-

after and Owen shows nothing else that was of consequence. 

110. In this and in misleading and misrepresenting to a Court and in 

making untruthful representations, Owen and the CIA are consistent with wh
at 

former Director Allen Dulles told his fellow Commisoners on January 27, 1964. 

At pages 153 and 154 of the transcript of that executive session, Dulles descri
bed 

perjury as the highest manifestation of intelligence agent patriotism, along wi
th 

not telling the truth to his own government. Dulles said that he himself 
would 

tell only the President - and even that is not bona out by his record; and
 that 

he might even withhold information from the Secretary of Defense. If Oswa
ld had 

been a CIA agent, the subject of the January 27 session, Dulles said (Page 152)
, 

"The record might not be on paper," but if it were there would be only "hi
ero-

glyphics that only two people knew what they meant" and they would not tell the
 

truth. (I have previously provided the entire transcript of this session.
) 

Ill. Whit the staff withheld from the Commissioners, as the CIA wanted, 

the FBI's Nosen‘o information, it let Helms know immedi.*ly. (CIA Document
 582-

249A, attached as Exhibit 14) This CIA record also makes it clear that th
e CIA 

bad not informed the Commission about Nosenko or any of the information it
 had 

received from him. By then Dulles, personally, knew about Nosenko. This 
is 

established in Exhibit 15, CIA Document E57-831. Exhibit 15 shows bow Dul
les 

connived with the CIA to tell it how not to inform the Commission of 
which he was 

a member; how not to volunteer information it should have had; and how to 
hold 

off on responding to its inquiries, which the CIA did. Of all things the CIA 

refers to a "reply," and that on a "priority basis," to the FBI's two Nose
nko 

reports. When it expected perpetual secrecy, the CIA did not refer to a c
ommentary 

or en analysis but to a "reply," as to charges, and this when, according t
o Owen, 

it had no means of "independent verification" of anything at all. 
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112. Dulles did not tell the CIA that his fellow Commissioners knew of 

reports that Oswald had been a CIA agent from Nosenko's statements to the FBI. 

lie limited this on page 1 of the second memo, to what Marguerite Oswald and her 

then attorney, Mark Lane, had said in public. 

113. This record, disclosed in June 1976, is still another CIA disclosure 

of exactly that which Owen swears required withholding of the transcripts, "the 

practical circumstances which made it impossible for the CIA to undertake such 

an investigation inside the USSR." (Page 2, paragraph 5) 

114. The last paragraph reads, in full, "At no time during these discussions 

(that is, with Dulles, at his home on April 11, a Saturday) did Mr. Dulles make 

any inquiries about Nosenko and I volunteered no information on this score." 

115. There was disagreement within the CIA over its policy of having as 

little as possible to do with the Presidential Commission's investigation of the 

assassination of the President. CIA Document 583-814, Exhibit 16, is an excised 

copy of a brief dissenting memo. It protests that questions "would not be asked"• 

and that "it had been decided 'that the FBI would handle the matter and our 

questions would not be asked.'" The author had "no confidence in the FBI's ability 

to cover the Soviet phase," whatever this may have meant or included. He states, 

"it would not be possible to complete our job on the Oswald case if we could not 

get the perti1ent information." (Emphasis in original.) While this also is 

am iguous, the KGB could have interpreted it as saying exactly what Owen sweets the 

CI.  had to withhold from it. The CIA disclosed this document in June 1976. 

116. In earlier affidavits and in preceding Paragraphs of this affidavit 

I refer to the providing of information held secret from me and others to John 

Barron and Edward J. Epstein and to Nosenko's being made available to both by 

the CIA. Barron and Epstein both credit the CIA and the FBI in their books. 

Barron also reports that the sources and resources of other intelligence services 

were available,something Owen does not mention. On page xiv of Barron'a KGB, 

first published in January 1974, which is after I made the information request 

involved in this lawsuit and more than a year before it was filed, Barron states, 

"There are two primary sources of original data about the KGB: (1) former Soviet 

citizens who had been 
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KGB officers or agents; (2) security services who know most 



about the KGB ... We felt that we could not rely upon evidence proffered by 

any one KGB officer or security service in the absence of independent corrobora-

tion from other officers or services ..." Two of these Services are the CIA and 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Of the FBI Barron states at this 

point, "The late J. Edgar Hoover allowed the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

to answer many of our questions. Cartha DeLoach, then Assistant to the Director 

of the FBI, briefed us about significant KGB operations ..." Of the CIA Barron 

states at this point that it "fulfilled most of our requests for addresses through 

which we were able to write former KCB personnel and negotiate arrangements for 

interviews. We further profited from the expert counsel of two retired CIA 

officers, William King Harvey and Peer de Silva." 

117. Nosenko was a CIA consultant. He, Harvey and de Silva were required 

by the CIA to sign secrecy oaths. This means they cannot speak without CIA 

approval. CIA approval was necessary for the Barron interviews of Nosenko 

(page xv) and later those of Epstein, referred to in my prior affidavits. With ' 

regard to these matters and to my allegations that the CIA made the kind of 

information it withheld from me available to Barron and Epstein, there is not 

even pro forms CIA denial. From the Barron and Epstein boastings, no denial is 

possible. 

118. I do allege bad faith and deliberate deception, misrepresentation 

and false swearing. I do this in part because honesty, decency and justice 

require it and in part because, until the courts face the reality of this 

official misconduct, which taints all of the many FOIA lawauits of which I have 

personal knowledge, the aborting of the Act and the burdening of the courts 

and requesters will not end. There is no time when I have stated and proven 

these charges under oath that there has been even pro forma denial under oath 

and there has never been direct confrontation or rebuttal. In.this case also 

that is not dared. In this case also, from the time of the first representation 

to the appeals court that the transcripts were being disclosed because so great 

an amount of Nosenko information was disclosed to and by the committee, repeated 

in the Owen affidavit, these offenses are blatant. That inevitably these offenses 

would be obvious to me may account for the CIA's failure earlier to risk what it 

dares in this Owen affidavit. 
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119. In my earlier responses under oath to this misrepresentation, I 

stated that, if it were other than bad faith and if this bad faith were other 

than deliberate, there would have been compliance with my Noaenko and other 

related information requests going back to 1975. There has not been. I have 

received neither a single piece of information nor any communication promising 

it at even the moat remote date in the future. 

120. When I wrote the CIA on November 9, 1979, about its eight years of 

noncompliance (attached as Exhibit 17), I had no way of knowing what would be 

in the affidavit the CIA was to provide. The concluding sentence of Exhibit 17 

is, "In particular I would like to know when to expect the Nosenko information 

your affidavits in one of my cases claim was declassified for the House Select 

Committee on Assassinations." I have had no response, not even an acknowledgment. 

121. On August 5, 1976, the CIA acknowledged my first Nosenko request, 

among others. (Attached as Exhibit 18) The attachment to this letter shous how 

the CIA first stalled, by renumbering my 1975 Nosenko request (75-4765) as a 

1976 request. In the last paragraph of the first page, it then refused to comply, 

instead including this separate request in my request for other materials relating 

to the investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy. Its Catch 22 

claim is that iF would comply when it provided other JFK assassination records, 

which it then did not do. (It even renumbered my 1971 request for information 

relating to me to list it as a 1975 request. It has not complied and it has not 

acted on the appeals.) It is public knowledge that the CIA did declassify and 

disclose inforlation relating to the assassination of the President for the use 

of the House committee, as Owen states. The committee's report credits and 

thanks the CIA. This information is within my request, but the CIA has not 

provided it, despite the fact that my request is of almost five years ago and 

the fact of the committee's publication. Some of it was telecast from coast CO 

Coast. 

122. The CIA continues to deny me information it disclosed to Epstein, 

who was regarded, with ample justification, as a sycophant. This is particularly 

true of Nosenko information. When I learned of what had been disclosed to 

Epstein, I again appealed the CIA's denials and requested separately that which 
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had been made available to him and to Barron. Providing me with copies 

required no more than xeroxing file copies already processed. From the 

February 20, 1978, data of that letter to now, the CIA has not provided me 

with a single page of what it disclosed exclusively to Epstein, despite my 

unmet prior request. 

123. Bad faith could not be more obvious or more deliberate. The 

information made available to the committee for its use and to Epstein for 

his use is disclosed and has been processed. Despite the Owen affidavit, none 

has been provided to me. This also underscores the fact that the CIA/Owen 

representation that the release of what was disclosed and only this required 

giving me the transcripts is spurious, a contrivance with which to deceive and 

mislead this Court and to continue to deny me my rights under the Act. 

e'r I ( 

HAROLD WEISBERG 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this _5-42-+-2.day  of December 1979 deponent Harold Weisberg 

has appeared and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements 

made therein are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1982. 

,24,7NO 	UBLIC IN AND FOR 
FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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Memorandum 
01 

Ur. V. C. Sullivan 	
r.q, 	

DATE: 12/19/63 

i Mr. 	 `r. D. J. Drennan, JrJr. 	7.1  
4' 

nru......icco WITH CENTRAL INTLLLIGENCE 
AGENCY (CIA) 11 

Information developed by Mr. DeLonch has indicated that 
John reCone, Director, CIA, has attacked the bureau in a vicious.. 
and underhanded manner characterized with sheer dishonesty. I:Z 
.hc pacts are true, ve can safely assume that EcCone will continue 
such tactics to the point of seriously jeopardizing Eureau prestige 
and reputation. We can sit by and take no action or bring this 	.:. 

-matter to a head. Over the.years, we have had.numerous conflicts 
with all CIA Directors. Many of these problems have arisen Zr'o-.27'' .  
statements attributed to these men. Experience in dealing with 
CIA has show' that,n.firm nnd_ferl:hriffht_confrontation of these • 
officials has proteureau interests in a .most efleetive.manner..... 
If McCone is invol v ed in such nefarious activity, there is a way of 

putting a stop to this. 

The charves against McCone can be described as follous: 

(1) Mc pllegedly informed Congressman Jerry Pond
thnt CIA hadl4rTplyercd a plot in Mexico City indicating 
that,..ics_n42v  Oswald  had received W,500 to assassinate 

	

President Kepnedy. . 	 . 

i. 	

. 
(2) McCone allegedly made this same statement to Drew 

Fearson 
 

-...._ 
(3) In both instances, the statements were false and== 

McCone should have known that they were false since his .- 
agency was fully informed that the story concerning the " 
receipt of money in Mexico was completely discredited. 

ths • A' 
ACTION: 	

.  
11.:!:::ORDZM 

the Liaison Agent will confront McCone 
Congressman Ford will not be identified but 

a higli-ranking Government-ofiioial% Bureau 
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.•• 	„, 

aktg.p"  

:;enor:Indum Ur. Brennan to Mr. ullivan 
:te : P...71/.TION3 WITI1 eli:NTRAL 

AGENCY (CIA) 
• 

IL 

171? noL be identiZJeL. 14.Cole 	be told that informa- 
;14 :.eceived b the Vurcau iw'icate!: ths:: he has made false state- 

and 	will be poinZed out to hi:a that his own agency was 	 V 

;'4' 
.A. 	inZoroed that the story re7arding Cswald's receipt of money 	 f 'oxico City was completely discredited. ne will further be told 
:1:f1; we can only characterize his actions as a vicious and unwarranttd 
!.t:rn% auainst the Hureau. 

If HcConc did make the referred statements, we can expect 
-Ain to make a denial. However, it is believed that we will have _..:.- 
made our point and he certainly will know where he stands, will r-:.:. 	• 
undoubtedly have a profound respect for our capabilities to be 
infovmed, and he certainly will bear all of this in mind in the 
event he gets any ideas of making similar statements in the future. .... 

• 
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-v.r..• 	7., 	. 	• . 
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: Additioaal Notesarid  CUjz.ot3  on tate 
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1. According to the Nov7 Ifor
r. Times for 10 1.2e-cemlvar, 

thsa MI re-tort op the assassination o2 1-re
sident 1Counedy 

catefp)rically statssthat Lae 
.F.7..rvsy Csveald -.0.2 the 

assassin, that h--e acted alone, and 
tbs.,: t.::ere. is no evi-

dence to lodieata ttat he waa tho 
agent ol any forsigh -  

government. These disclosures pres
umably sliniaate the. 

.1 	possibility of furttor confrontati
ons vitt 2r. Robert 

..... 	Slnar. In the event that gr. Slus
ser centilr.les to  

ioslst that the President was burd
ered by the•Soviet.ma-  

....- ri,,. cret police, t±te-follo
=is.g addonal magative indlosions

 .-- 

• 1 	- and observations may 
be of sone value. 

 

r 	--= 	2. Long stamding =0 practice gen
erallyforbids 

 

1 agents se-ii Lr outside the USS2 
to iv 3 any contact vith 

domestic communist partias or with
 2oviat embassies or 

, c 
c ° consulates./ Jm , 
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Yet' Oswald blamed a trail to the 
Soviets which was 

z , i 
0 	- 	a mile - vide. le. corresponded ,:

ritt the.national headquarters 

E  a 
m .. 	of tLo Communist Party LSA--appareetl

y vith scree respular- 

e - ity--and visited tte soviet C
on.F.ulato ia 10.-Lico City, In 

G -.2 addition to his well-kmolm leftis
tpolitical antivitios, 
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ha alno ::utocribtd to ..ho 	Wcr:tor  and a Trots47Ita 

pablication, allegedly received nevepapars from the Soy- 

iot.Union, and as'ked last June that his passoort be 

re-validated for travel to the UZSR. 

3. Certain facets o2 Osvald's activities in the 

USSR also arxue strongly that tha !MB vould never have 

recrnitnd him for a mission of any hind. :First, there 

is no doubt thmt Oswald '.was debriefed by tha secret 

police ob..-tly after his arrival in Uoscov. They were 

intarnsted in him not only bemuse he vas a politionl 

defector, but also because be boasted publicly-1a than 

Embassy on 31 October 1959--thaz he intended to tell 

the Soviets "everything he kmerw" about :Larine Corps 

radar installations on the vest Const./According to 

Osvald'n former commanding officer, this included the 

locations of all radar units and their secret call signs, 

autheatication-oodee and radio frequencies—all of which - 

haovleoge was grist for tires Soviet intelligence mill. •• 

/it is extremely 

unlikely that Osvald--with his Russian wile—was even 

seriously considered for subseouamt renatriation to the 

United States as n ir.DB asset. As a re-defector from 

the USSR to could Immediately be suspect and thus under 

surveillance by tali) .7B1. Furthermore, any indication 

that be had made good on his boast about the radars 

could easily lead to arrest and iadlotnent on a charua 

of treason. 	 . 	. . 	 . . 	_ . 	, 

4. Secondly, Soviet "eNecative action"' agents 

(assassins, saboteurs and terrorists) are carefully 

selected by the-11= and specifically trained for their,  

missions. Csvmld very probably- rnled himself out of' • 
. - 

any consideration for this kind of operation. Cn 
14 November 1259, Mesoow isfneed his request for S07.- 

iet citiaonshlp.; Shortly therester, he became des-

pondent and renortedly attempted to kill himself by 
slashing his wrists. Lven if the :741a had not earlier 

noted signs of mental aberrations, the suicide try pre-

sumably furnished convincing evidence that Oevald vas 

not agent material. 

5. Oswald's activities on s Dallas rifle range on 

17 November are of none -interest both as circumstnatial 

evidence of prior planning, to assassinte the President 

and 29 one more negative indication of XDB involvem
ent. 



Cswmld was Tiring at a range cd 100 ywrds. Ea n+71_s a9si.n-nd 
to target number 3, but according to mitnesses, was actu-
ally firing at targets 7, 3, and 9. Ze :vas thus fixing 
through an arc of nnproninatnly 13 degrees and obviously 
seems to have been simulating firs at a moving targut. 
It is, o3 course, moat unlikely that rwa. agent on an 
executive action mission mould be permitted (or 'would 
permit himself) to prat thee. firing under such Obvious and 
oublim circnastances, 

G. The evidence presently available to us seems 
fairly conclusively to rule out any Soviet involvement in 
the Presd.dent's assassination. ':haze are, however, 
neveral rather fascinating inconsistencies, loose ands 
and uman-4ored q*stioas about Oswald. Sons, if not all, 
may ha treated in -the '.;-'31 .report. Pending its publica-
tion, they are listed below for whatever they may be 'north._ 

a) In an interview last August, Cs-maid stated 
that his father-in-law was a Soviet army colonel who 
taught ban to drink vodlza when he came to court Rarina. 
After the assassination, however, ;Vre. Ruth Paine (some-
time Gewsld frtmd and landlady) stated that Nerina's 
father, a colonel, had died phen aarina was an infant. 

b) TO the tuna of sons $437, the U3 picked 
.up the tab for Csunid's return to thi3 country. This 
loan tras repaid between October 1963 and January 	- 
During this period, Cewald wan earning :350 per reek. 
Thus, over half of bin total earnings went to the govern-
ment and be supported himself, his wife and child on 
somewhat le-no•thens--v^4-. vreekly, Ias-rant sti that time 
was X53 per- month. Tlaa 	 that 'he roceiva-d -out- 
side help in repaying tha government apparently hasanot 
been raised in the press. 

• 
c) In contrast to the letters Cawald wrote 

to his nether, Governor Cannally and Senator Tower, his 
.letters to the fair Play for Cuba Committee are rather 
surprisingly literate. They do not appear to contain 
his frequent misspellings and ungt-ticaI lang-oage. 
There have been no suggestions that he received halo in 
framing the letters, and he told the 1;1-,CC that he was 
financing his activities on its behalf out of his own 
pocket. 



d) There is inoreaaiag nvxdonce tha
t. Cowald 

and his wile on-rs not happily oilLs
rine. She -sus well- 

3nd he wma unpopular. 511d seemed g
anoinel7 fond 

0.7 the Cnitud Statos, did not shar
e his aoti4louricao 

views and suRatin,ee spoke of thc La
rs 1120 in the 5ev-

il:It Union. Cavnld resented her tri
aads and, beat her 

no on at laaat one occasion. Sinoe
 he could not hay* 

p1on.m44 the -,,usansiaatino of the 
PryW.damt prior to 

26 Septeeber-,hen the Dallas .trip
 vas announced—could 

it bo that his aoplicatiou or a pa
sas,ort (without one 

for Siarlax) on S4 Juae, his applicat
ion las a Uoxican 

visa on 27 5aptewher and him trip to
 ll- exioo Cit7 on 

25 beptnebor sloply iodinate that 1-.
.a planned to dens -t 

his wile and seeis rojtnge in the 
Sovlst Union? 

o) Dr.ispits Xrd. Pain's tantlsooy 
that. 

Owned could not drivs, witmessen s
aid ho drove himself 

to tte Dallas riSio rar.4,-;s on one a
t bis visits. Pa was 

:hives there by as nuidentille-11 ne
n oa his otner trip. 

One ni7.:aese also clal.na that tio 
nen sera iowlved in the 

atta=pt--evidently b7 C
nwaid--410 sbocia General 0;.014.1r 

lost 
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l'Inowledgeability 

1. Did you ".anvils  the OSWALD case yourself? If not, to what 
extent were you involved in it? Did you ever see or talk to CSWA.LD? 
During what period were you in cleat tench with the case? How did you 
keep up with it after it was no longer in your field e.i responsibility? 

Initial KGB involvement 	 • .. 

2. When and how did OSWALD first came to KGB attention? Was 
his visa applicrition in Helsiadd. processed by the KG3 is Hn1sia...? In 

oscootv? Descrthe reutine 	 procedure of U3 tcorioto to the Scrriet 
Uni=i.. Was CS WALD's trip b-,,,e3led  any diff.erently? 

citizenship request 

3. When and how did the KGB hear of OSWALD's recueet for Soviet 
citizenship? Did OSWALD make a -atria= request? Lid you e.m..mine this 
written request? Can you describe its contents in full? To who= addressed, ". 
how dated, test as closely to verMitim as poasibla - ,shat asked, what offered, 
what reasons given). How lung had OSWALD been in Moscow before he made 
his :request? Was it sent immediately to the KGB? Was it ever sent to the 
Supreme Soviet? 

Preliminary IC.GB asseesment 

4. *What steps did the KGB take to investigate the request? At whose 	.. direction? How was OSWALD's bona fides established? How was the sincerity 
of his request tested? How was his operational poten t al investigated and 
evaluated? Did the KGB ever think that OSWALD rnight be an agent of Araeric:Lo • intelligence? II so, how ad it ao about investigating this possibility? Describe 
as folly as possible the KGB elements involved, the KGB personnel involved, 
the progressive steps taken, the time required. 

5. When and by '.3..hcr=1 was it decided that the KGB had no interest in 
OSWALD? Was this the decision of the Second Chief Directorate alone, or 
was the First Chief Directorate consulted. Which element of the Second 
Chief Directorate was responsible for CSW.k.LD after the deMeion had been 
made to grant hi= a residence. permit? 

- 	
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Citizenship denied 

6. When, ho-. and by iursorn V.42 OSWALD apprised ai the decision 

that he mast go home and re-quest 	 from there? At what level 

of the government or Parry was this decision reached? How Enoch infira=ce 

did the :KGB have in this dedsioa? 

Suicide attempt 

7. Who found OSWALD bleeding to death in his room? 	hotel 

employees, Intarist personnel? 

3. To what hoecital was C.,5 •4.1.1_D taken? ApIarn,-+-rAtely what -was 

the data a L.b., attempted sniride? How long aid be remain in the b.nspital? 

Was he visited by KGB personnel while there? What kind a , ima-1::=e-n.t was 

he given there? Why wan the American 1.3sainaesy not i.t.,iorrated? 

9. What aCtia1:1 did the liG.B take an di3cartri=g that OSWALD had triad 

to commit en-icicle? What recommendations did it sake, if any? Did the I<GI 

consider it arise for the Soviet Unit= to allow OSWALD to stay after this? 

Why eras CSWALD not turned over to can American ::::rossy? Did O5WAI-D1  

attempt tend to conarna the 1;.G3)5 opinion that asking OSWALD to leave had 

been a vaiza move, or did it raise the possibility of ZOCOXWiclaxation of hie 

case? 	
• 

Centrals 

10. Was t:r5'.V.k.L.D's roam at the Berlin Hotel bugged? At the Metropo: 

liotal? If sts, was it a routine "ag, or yeas it installed especially for CS WALL 

What "take" wan there, U any? Did yon personally review it? 

11. Was CSWALD's America passport held at the leleopole Hotel? 

If no, when and he did he get it back in order to take it to the American 

Ec=ha 	and turn it in? 

Psychological assessment 

12. Did the KGB malt= a psTcholocal assessment of OSWALD - dent 

the methods need in as LITILIC:a detail as possible. What were the professional 

cUaliricaticsraz of those maMng t1.-, is assessment? Wars they professional 

ipsyclialogista, p'nychiatriat: 

- 2 - 



    

 

 
    

psychologists, phychiatristo, intelligence officers, or what? Wore 
:ion-professional observers omoloyed to report on the activities of 
OSWALD and the results evaluated by psychologiots, for example? 

13. '.Yhat was the Soviets' opinion of OSWALD's personality? 

    

   

    

   

Explaits.ti an 

 

 
    

   

14. Was the KG3 interested is CSWALD's positive intelligence 
potential, and was he interrogated or debriefed on his Inowledgeability or 

on substantive military or other matters? Did OSWALD ever offer to 

give information on the US Marine Carps or other matters to the Soviets? 

If the KGB did act try to get  such information from him, why not? 

15. Was any attempt made to exploit CSWALD for propaganda . 
purpose, (Radio NA OaleONI broadcasts, or rxiaterial for them; TV interviews; 

lecturee; poblic appearances)? 

   

    

 

 
    

   

Residence permit 

 

 
    

   

16. How long was it crefore OSWALD has given permission to reside in 

e the USSR? linen and by whom was he notified that permission bad been 
graoted7 What did be do while awaiting the decision? 

   

  

.4 
	 17. What level of the government decided that OSWALD should be • 

sent to Itiiask? 

   

  

1 

 

 
    

   

KGB control in Minsk 

 

 
    

   

18. Did CSWALD receive any money from the Soviet government at 
any time, aloe.. than his salary at the factory where he word in Minsk? 
How much? Why? By whose decision.? Is this a standard practice? From 
the budget of .ghat orgarti=tion would these funds be allotted? 

19. Did the EGB actually have no further interest in OSWALD after 
he moved to Minsk, or did it continue to monitor his activities sod to assess 

his poteetial from time to time? 

   

   

20. Describe controls the KGB exercised over CSWALD. Was he 
physically surveilled? His apartment bugged? His mail m cznitored, etc.? 

Cthor? Compare this with controls exercised over other defectors. 

   

    

Jkaitlal e;'07'3 
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efforts to return to US 

21. When and how did the Soviets first learn that OSWALD was 

interested in returning to the US? Was tha ISG3 aware of CSWALD's 

letter to the Ana•rican F.rnbassy in February 1961 in which he indicated 

this wish? 

22. In a letter written in Febroary 1961, OSWALD referred to a 

previous letter which he claio.--ed ha had sent in December 1960. Was 

such a letter ever observed by the EG.5? Would such letters to a foreign 

embassy, in particular the American =massy. be  witted an from mail 

channels? 

 

Marina PRUSAKOVA 

23. How did. OSWALD meet Marina FRUSAlcOVA? Was the Ica.a 

involved is nay way? 

24. Your statement Indicated that the KGB was familiar with 

T.larina's hackground and character. Was this information available before 

she mat 0.5',VAI-D? If not, when was sae investigated? How extensively? 

Vihat were the sources of informal:IQ/2 on Marina, in particular the informa Li 

that she was "stupid and not educa.ted." She was, after all, a graduate char: 

25. Did the KGB consider recruiting Marina as an informer on OS WA 

As an agent alter her arrival in tie US? If she was not recraitztd, what was 

the basis of this decision? Would you have been aware of a recruitment of 

Marina? 

26. Can you provide any biographic information on Marina and her 

relatives? As much detail as possible. 

27. Can you eh-plain the fact that Marina. claims not to lmow who her 

father was and bears her mother's "suroaine, thus in 	that she was 

born out of uadloca, yet she also bears the patronymic "Iiilmlayevna, ,,  

indicating that her father was known? 

23. To what 

- 4 - 



Z. To what extent was N:arina surveilled, or otherwise observed 

be.fore aad after her marriage to OSWALD? 

29. On what grounds did the KGB consider Marina "anti-Soviet" 

at the time she wished to leave the USSR with OSWALD? She appears 

to have been promoted in her job after her marriage. Why was this 

allowed? 

30. What was the name of Marina's uncle whom you mentioned? What 

was his relaticaiship to the KGB? What details can you provide on his 

l.-ackground„ employment, etc. When, by whom, and =liar what circaiinsta.mc: 

was he briefed on what he should say to OSWALD regarding CSWALD's 

comments on the USSR after his return to the US? What was the substance 

of the briefing given to the uncle" 

31. Bow did it happen that there were so few difficulties in  the way  

of Marina.'s marriage to a foreigner and departure from the errantry with 

him? Have not similar situations in the past usually resulted in prolonged 

and often unsuccessful negotiations with the Soviet government? What level 

of the government or Party would make the final decision regarding Marin.a's 

marriage to CS'NALD and their departure from the country? V.hat official 

briefings would Marina have received prior to her departure? CSWALD? 

32. If the Soviets were glad to be rid of OSWALD and Marina, why 

did it tales so long for action an their exit visas (July - December 1961)? 

• 

KGB presence and activities 

33. Was there any direct contact between OSWALD and KGB officials 

at any time while CSWALD was in the Soviet Union? Give specifics where 

possible, including names, reasons. Wee OSWALD witting that any 

individuals he talked to were KGB representatives? Would any KGB official: - 

have identified themselves to CSWALD as representatives of some other orb 

such as TASS, MVD, etc.? Can you supply the names of any KGB officials 

who worlzed on any aspect of the OSWALD case? 

34. Did toe KGB consider that OSWALD bad retained his American 

ci tizenship whims he was in the USSR?. During the period is which the KGB 

v,asas3essing CSWALD would the KGB have considered it important that he 

/retain US 

- 5 - 
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retain US citizenship until such time a3 the KGB had decided whether to 

use him? Would the Ir.GB have taksa any steps to ensure this, such a3 

intarceptio3 and confiscating OSWALD' 3 rrail trona the .17..mba.33y? Did 

the 1-GB intercept the US 2.-robaasy letter of 6 November 1959 to OSWALD 

inviting him in to forrnali-ze the renunciation of his US cidzeoaship? . 

CSWALD's contacts 

35. C yon give any informa tion OA OS WALD's Fre ZS anal coatacta 

in the Soviet Union? Were any of the people "pla.nted" on OSWALD, 

i.e., were they KGB employees„ ia.formazts o- agents? 

36. Were all af the Inturist personnel with whom OSWALD came in 

contact KGB agents (or employees )? 	
. 

KGB px-scadere 

37. In what ways. if any, was the OSWALD case bz.7,•41ed differently 

Iron, other American defector =see? 

38. Was the First Chief Directorate given any information regarding 

OSWALD? If so, through what channel and at what stage? Was any interest 

shown in OSWALD or Marina by the :First Chief Directorate? Would inch 

interest have been known to the Seeded Chief Directorate? 	• 

OSWALD io the US 

39. Were you aware of any efforts by OSWALD or his wife to return 

to the USSR in 1962 or 1963? 

40. If an, what did the KGB do with regard to these requests? 
. . 

41. Do you have any information on OSWALD's trip to Maxie° in 

Septr-maber 1963? 'Ahem he saw an4 what ha said at the Soviet Embassy? 

42. Did the KGB have any information on OSWALD's contacts with 

Cubans in the Soviet Union? Any iziormach regarding his contacts with 

Cuba.a cr the Guban government after his return to the US? 

/43. What was 

- 6 
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-13. What was the reaction in the KGB when it was learned that 

CSW.kI_D had ldlled President Kennedy? Did the KGB umdertaks any 

further Lovestisra On Of Gi;WAL.D's activities in the Soviet tialiN3 altar 

the assaasisacui? Was Caere a review of his lllh, was there au additional 

field investigaon? Was any additional iniormaUon developed? 

44. The Soviet Embassy in Vrashingtcra turned over to the U.S. 

governmant cards documents which it said ware its consular file on 

CS'NAI_D. What other files did the Soviet zrovernrceot have an CSW.A_LD 

especially XGZ files? Describe Caem. 'What %vas the 	rola 

this 20132.Ua of files? 
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20 January 1964 

The COZT-Tili9s1cm of Investigation into the facts and circami-

stances of the ansaadinatton of President John F. Kennedy, 

22 November 1963. haa: 

(ahem note of the Ccnouln- 	tztrials kindly r-'ve available 

by the Goverr-ment of the USSR on November 30. 1963, 

pert-,Ining to the actirity.of Lee Harvey Oe-wa3.si and hie 

wise in the United. States daring the period June 1962.  to . 

- November 1983.  

The Conszainalcua 1 a knehly desirous to attempt to SeCZTO as 

mach detail as pcsailla rs3ardllig 3i.. Orawalitli stay and activity ha " 
• 

thwt135.3 Itselt Thai would covor, roughly, the period October 

1959 to May 1962-. The Commiaslosi, thercaore. resneste the 

2.311Latance of,the 17Z511-.Governmen.t-in-iszaking-avaLlable to It does-

roextiaticaz and details re-g-ardbogMr. otmaia.s residence la the 

Eavist tirrilcsa. 	 ' • 

From the 'Wiry of the currereily available record of thls 

period - which Le L-ascoentary - we 1,01rabt below broad topics on 

which the USSR Government's favorable response to this request 
•... ,... • 

wowld be of particular utility to the Constalselon.: . 

• -1. To aaelat La the assessment of Oswald's mental and 

physical condition daring lila sojoarzt La the 1.1 5.5R, the fallow-

ing informaticut La  desired: 

a. Documentary reccod.s -4: all hospitallaatior-3 ar-d 

csuoninallons or treatment In the USSR, idaludihat 

(1) details of his treatment in October 1959 La 

Moscow (when he was allegedly fccLnd uncorisclous La 

hotel more by Int=trist guide. Rima S'airokava, 

and was taken to a hospital): 

Draft prepared by 	(based in part on/ 	draft). Forwa_rded. 
to Commission (ar. Rankin) with covering note from DDP, 
21  January 1964. (To be submitted to Govt of USSR) 

71■•■••••• 
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• c. 

(Z) any ocher hospitalization records for 

illness or injuries; 

(3) resttlta of any physical to....mi=tion.s. 

b. Outcome of usychological assesaro 	or tests, 

=axle either at the time of his request for political asy1=1 

or later.  

c. Any co roe=s about, or evalizat:ton of, his 

psychological ina're tin by his werk colleagues or others 

who dealt with Lim officially cr socially Is tioacovs ainri - 

elsewhere. 

Z. To assist the A.L.5 amens of his axe of and sk3I1with 
. 	- 

weapons, is wan.74 usal to know the following:  

a. Did Cciwalsi Tara any wes?;:.:n is his p.-essessing 

in the D55 1. other thn the single-hairrellexi rLiac.-59, 

lb-gbage shotgun, ON64621? . 	• 	. 

b, Was the hunting permit #28231 issued to 

Oswald in Minsk oti13:.Tune 19.60 and valid for arur yeas. 

ever renewed? If =t,. can any light he shed Olathe 

question. va by not ? 

c. Correentusience connected with OEssald's 

possession of the 

d. Relisn-ation or other doctzale_ 	pertaining 

to his passion of any other weapon. 

3. To complete otn• awn cloctuniesM.tion of Oswald's boch-

oarai and career, the Carrximismixart would welcome: 

a. Corr-es:=nclenna pertinent to Osrwald's request 

for and the grant of permission to reside in the U.S.V., 

including: 

(1) 0-rrarald s own letters; 

• 

ii 



(2) recczde. or -zecoras 	 41=7,  

col:mail-salons az other organs vihIch, de111-ntz.d 

the question of asylt= aril pextuissiza tce 

in the USSR; 

(3) doc=moes ar -..Teparr 	a...copri.2.te• 

at:thimit:Lts on the euestionl why a=1 hags 

was c..,b:osum. Ear hi placs o.£ sojarom. 

b. Dectsmern.i.= 	i r-ec irds pea-a-neth 	Cser2.111.18 

st.Uty is the 1.1=1-,4  

. 	(1) c'ityrtgitr2-3.= ler bin stay ire 

Lisonceve,: Liltaa r ot-t 	pins-A-1;  

(2) lamimixagizizatiatz c= 0..z7 calex recazds 
;... 

partaimi=5to t-strels sszr rao/remansts ma:LIZ& tits 

. plass* site=rer s s regirrecl as a zosider; 

(3) erarliG-7- 	roe:a-ran, irce.bactiag- 

(a) his perse=ti Ills at his place (s) 

al Nrarl•-•! 

(b) ;Lay =ion ror=berabip basklarts 

athgsr than b.a.nkinit 1'01311655 is strecl by ths 

Electri=.1 lasinnctry W °Thera rasicag 

(e) nay vrcnrk beaks; 

(d) Ms Fa..-tieipation 1= thy/ aerial a. 

ot1 act-brides c his. =A= and bis pLce 

vivrIrs... • 

(4) re-cards of crther cci=a1 cia 1=11 amtherities,,, 

OVUt. 

(5) el-her banic perm:mai gieenxiae:abs.. psnes, 

eta. , ins-a" i to 0Q-77.-; 

-3- 



(5) r 	tho marriage ai Oswald 

arzt Mari= Pr v..sakccva; 

(7) statement, pseferahly tzroath-by-moot12, 

of ilsrFalia53 salary, his 	i==ons, if any, 

a.u7 aJwr some he may have receiseti in the 

USSR. 

c. Dez=iFtion as Oswald Re a iair3 c 

resid.erres statue Lathe =Et, with arty p---rtioeut deci=oems. 

d. C orreeperale ace awl docarcento pertaining to 

Oswald's dIR:arture fro= the tia5R.„ 	 

(1) Cerwa.111,3 ourn wire= recp=ata =to- 

(Z) records of any =vas rmcometriasinus 

• vehic' h thalami:rated ma the questimi of his departure;. 

(3) a chr000logical tarrattrer aznotort of his 

depar'=”e. 

anon of. Oswald -with gar* e. Any cabs= c=ro 

authorities in the 1:1EQSR. 

f. A description of Ckeers... ,s 	 a:26213nd 

employ ea eit=ticra a ae.ivi:tiee /lathe liZat, ir--Iv-1?-; • 

any infor-=tion vihkla atight assiti= thin Cocaraiericabe#,= 

to usda=resaai 31.3 aavdens.Liosi 	 -.4..cd latex icavi 

the 1=2.., 

4. Did Ozwahl have a-Tc record of activity is the LESSB. 

such as dr-oriltennese, disturbing the peace, th0*-ct,blael7.-  
Gel 

roarketererteg,7\  etc. ? If so, information ami. 	 

pextinent to 	acthrffy would be appreciated. 

5. Copies of any statements. before or riots the assainstLes 

of Free ident F.eneedy, volurdeered by Soviet citimeml V7h0 .1=WVW CC.  

• 



=lay have be-ea associated with Oswald during his residence in 

the 175511 that would have a bearing on the queetion.a above 

stipulated, or Enisht be of t=.43 to :the CorrinaL 

-5- 
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7f7.1: CO Z' 

TO: 	Mr. Howard P. Aliens 
_ 

VAN: 	Vir:-WM:'viil—STawn 	 14.::-.• ■ ?L 

SUBJECT: Letter to the Russian Government 

Background  

Lee Oswald spent almost three years in Russia. Almost 

our sole sources of informalon on these years are his own 

writings and correspondence and Karina's testimony. We.are 

therefore preparing a letter to be sent to the Russian 

Government asking for additional information. 

On 21 January 1964 the CIA sent us a draft of such a 

letter. The State Department has commented that in its 

opinion the CIA draft would prc,bably have serious adverse 

diplomatic effects. The State Department feels that the 

CIA draft carries an inference that we suspect that Oswald 

might have been an agent for the Soviet Government and that 

we are asking the Russian Government to document our 

Suspicions. The State Department feels that the Russians 

will not answer a letter of this. kind, at least not truth-

fully, and'that it will also do positive harm in that they 

will take offense at our sending it to them. The State 

Department proposes instead that we vend a very short and 

simple request for whatever.information the Russian 

Docurneril Number 

for FOfA Review on JUN 197C 
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C 4- 75- 	vg 
EAw/6/r /0 

27 November 1953 

Zo'-'kalANDUL.1. k'OR: 	Csief.j.  
1 

Sir"--TECT:
v re herectOr 

Cooments on President Kennedy's 
AcGussiastion /i 

1. We should understand that my comments which follow are not 
based solely on the thesis that OSWALD'wesspecifically dispatched to 
murder our President. The very real possibility also exists that 
OSWALD was cent here on another mission by the KOD and subsequently 
eccomplished the deed on his own initiative. Enwever, such a possibility 
does not one the KOS less culpable as the seeds for OSWALD's act 
must have been planted while he was being trained in.the USai. for his 
other mission. We right first exemdne the cuestion umnermost in the 

minds of most Americans, "What did the USSR have to gain by P-111/,,g 
the President?" / believe we can make a goad case as to the precise 
grins accruning to the US, and more upecifically accreting to 
ETT:CSECIZ7. In prefnce let me admonish my readers cat to play down 
the political aspecte.of Soviet intelligence operations. The Am—iman 

intelligence services' apolitical annrcach to interpreting and . 
countering Soviet intelligence operations frankly  frightens me at . - 
times. But more specific-4..11y the assassination of President Kennedy 	• 
would accomplish the fallowing for KERUSECEEV mersorelly: 

a. Western pressure behind the leadership of the USA would 	_Cr 
auto=tically ease up. Witness President Johnson's immediate 	• -n  
conciliatory telegram to XERUSECEEV, after the murder. We might . 	• g 
mention that the USA vas the chief proponent for not extending 7 • -;; 
long range credits to the USE. Ext.:nsioa of lung range credits is 	0 

	

. 	. 	< 
vital to the USSR at this juncture. 

- 
b. 

 
This leads us into the most pressing problem within the 	

o 
m  

USSR. The West persistently underrates the extent of the Soviet 
internal situation. It was my prediction that as a result of the  

' 

• 

• 

,• - 

• 
. 

	

	

_ veagefUl acts agninnt Cuba because of OSWALD's "Fair Play far Cuhe 

mismanagement of the 1953 harvest and the CDICOM arguments that .- - x. 
KHRU5=i would -resign during the upcoming December plemm= of the 

diverts the Soviets' attention from their internal problems. It 	. 

associations. Obviously the Soviets properly interpret our situation 

Camminist Party of the USSR. Our President's death thus effectively ..C..e]; 

directly affects KERUSRCEEV's longevity. , 

actions against C.iba wi./.1 now be tainted by the...fact that these are 

in that Prtsideet JOHNSON will restrain any planned interventions in 
Cuba for a long time.. 

. 	' . 	• 
' . 

c. In the C...fhan situation any USA or Cuban expatriate • - 

1 _ . . . 	' 	

cn 

. 	 ...----.........— em•en ,rzwarow... 	

„,,,,,,,,,,rrir,,,,,,,• •••••■■MENIRW.T1,1". 
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d. A more nmenable Amttrica will etrengthen YeiRUSUCTEV's 
hand in hin renaine battle with the 	 he will than have 
another reason to coy hie form of peaceful coexiotence io superior 
to that of 'ale CEIC=et. 

e. Cooceivably any of President 1‘,"TrEITtle planned actions 
to get even mare firm with the Soviets during the pre-election year 
pre thus sebotaged by the Presidentio murder. 

f. The Soviets obviously understood that the death of President 
1-"C2.UL would result in the :mergence of DeGAULLE as a strong Western 
louder. CeGAULLE of course says "what's good for France is not necessarily 
bad for the USSR." 

The death of President KENEEDY renoves a popular rallying 
point for cur allies. Furthermore, and mere pertinent, hip death 
removes a syebol far Soviet intellectuals who have inevitably made 
invidloum Comeariacme between their own intellectual desert and the 
flowerleg of the erts under the KEENEate. The ercblem of the intelleetuala 
in the USSR should not be interpreted as the least of EBRUSELBEV's 
internel problees. We: mist recall that bmgir-71rz with Lenin, intellectuels. 
have pray-lied the lenetus for revolution in the USSR and they comeri,e 
one of the.three balls KERUSSCEZV must constantly- juggle—the intellectuals, 
the Party and the }military. 

h. If the USSR has any ambitious aims in renipulating 
public opinion their raider of President falffilrf would nerve to 
exncerbete the present differences between the radical left and 
right in-America. In fact the USSR propageeda eseldne began to say 
the,marder was err-etted by the radical right as seen as the deed was 
done and before OSW'.LD was captured. 

1. Finally, the death of President KEHNEET, whether a planned 
operation or not, will serve the mat or -ices pexpose of providing 
proof of the mover and omniscience of the KGB. This ernlication of 
cheer terrier could be interpreted as a warning 4-o Russia's own citizens, 
ua the Soelet intelligence services have suffered some very real 
revere:es reneetly with re-Lk:NM', GeTTTSZ's defection, their igneeinicus 
expuleion fro= the Cone°, etc. I have long predicted that the USSR 
would take some drastic action to halt-  the raeid erosion of their 
security. 

2. Can we briefly view the cswALp operation as a counted KGB 
operation to kill the President; What are the essential ingredients? 

a. The KGB had some three years to assess OSWALD in the USSR. 
Laymen will deprecate the value that the -KGB attaches to such on the 

,N;r11.13131TITTJMNITSI1110.17,11:Se .....64,„„„,11:47 • 
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bpot EIGL:eszment. They may also nay that OSWALD was 
- a nut and properly 

would not be entrusted with Laach'es
 operation by the KGB. However the 

1;gRprivivrly 1:nuir that h1!;torically most assassins hove been unbalanced 

maladjusted types. 

b. In such an a-aeration the KGB could not use a Soviet citizen 

though the very real possibility exists that OSWALD was assisted by . 

a Soviet illegal of the KGB 13th Department. Sticking to essentia
ls—

It wan a good plan that did succeed. 

c. 05'1L?)did escape from the boas 
bpi1,9ing. 

7 .. 

d. He did get to a theater which c
ould have been his point - 

of contact with his illegal case of
ficer. Certainly we know the 	

' 

penchant for using theate,rs for mee
ting places., 

e. After his arrest, which was onl
y due to bin unfortunate 

encounter with Policemen T1BFET, OS:;ALD did remain silent. Row 11hc 

the behavior cf Col. ADZL was his b
ehavior in this regard. • 	: - • 

. 	• 	. 	• 

3. Also the very real Possibility exists that the KB intended. 

to liquidate OSWALD after he did the job. Ills meeting in the theater 

was probably far just such a linuidation or removal from the scene. 

In HMIs pert in the onerntloa we 
munt recognize the possibility that 

RUBY was also a KGB hatchet man. Lo
oking at the bare essentials of 

his pent in the operation we see the following: 

a. RUBY had access to the police s
tation. Reports say he 

personglly knew most policemen. 

b. He successfully silenced OSWALD. 

c. RUBY remains silent and his cover is holding up. 

OSWALD eapects cf this case if ve knew the following about his Activities I 4. The undersigned might be better 
qrAlified to comment an the 

a. He has a good legend of temporary insanity. 

e. He has a reasonable Chance to escap
e the death sentence. 

• . 	
• I 

prior to bin departure to the USSR: (a., b., and c. below offer three ti 

possible euswers to the question, NhY did he go to Yoscowr 

a. First, OSWALD was a srlf-nade Earxist or Communist who  

decided to go on his own; that in, he made thin decision by hi'  elf

without knowing what the Soviet Union rally _c. 	 . and prompted by no one. He possibly was looirg for a better lire 



b. Second, after CSWALD's discharge no an "undesirable" 

from the t.nrines, he found himself in a difficult and unolessant 

t:ILltIOn; 1G IL VC;L:ible that in this cltumtion 
he wan noticed. by . 

n spotter or recruiter for the Illegaln or some o
ther department and 

vas considered as a possible aindldate for use or recruitment? The 

full information about =bum wen sent to Moscow, and on Maacowts 
order an investigatioa of OSWALD was wade end there followed a decision 

to "invite" him to Moscow. Using the ward "invite
", the undersigned 

has In mind that none egents or recruiters through conversatio
ns with 

01;WALD, but without actually suggesting the trip itself, inspired 

OSWALD to travel to the U. And, in this case, it in poss
ible that 

someone gave him some finanripl assistance and some advice on how to .. 

do this. . 	• 	. 	. • 

c. Third, OSWALD went to Moscow, or was sent 
to Moscow, • 

by nome pro-Soviet, pro-Communist, pro-Cubsm orga
nizstion(s), 	 ' • 

having in mind that he would stay in the Soviet U
nion for a few•years, 

learmiog mare about the Soviet Unica and receiving instructions for 

future oneretions, activ-itien, etc. 
• • 

5. Knowing for sure that the Soviets never give a visa without 

=king an investigation cf the person making the application, we have 

to make our own investigation of the following questions: 	 ' 

a. When did OSWALD first begin to express his wish to go 

to the Soviet Union? 

b. To wham did he tal:, whom did he contact at this early • 

time, and how much time elapsed between these talks and contacts and 

his application? 
• 

c. How, when end through whom did ankLD get his Soviet visa? 

d. How long did it take for him to get the visa? 

e. Who personally gave the vise to OSWALD? Ve must know if 

the person at the 12,-+%ssy who talked to OSWALD was a ma employee. 

• f. When and how did OSWALD travel to the USSR (air, sea; 
through which countries; in which countries, if any, did he make stons; 

bow long were such atoms)?  

6;..2.1.Together with the above, it in very imnortant
 to know of 

OSWALDIn circumstances before his trip to the USSR. Who knew in advance 

that he was going and who knew that he had gone:
 Mother, brother, 

relatives, friends, peigbbars, girl friends,- boy fril-r0s, old. buddies, etc.? 



5. 

To whom did OSWALD say goodbye before he left for the USSR: personally 

or by tcleph.ose„ by nail? Did he ever ask an
yone any ouestions on 

traveling to the USSR? Whom? 

61; OSWALD in Moscow. When OSWALD arrived in Moscow, he use 

unO.er *bservation, investigation and corplete control by the KGB. In 

this particular case, under the Second Chief Directorate (CI). Being 

under the control of the KGB, at the sane time he was under heavy 

investigation directed at answering the question of why this &tumid 

American had core to the USE'. (it doesn't rake any difference whether 

th,:y kmew in advance about OSWALD or ndt; anyway, they would conduct 

such on investigation). Every possible bit of information was taken 

frau OSWALDfabout the USA, esaecially about his service in the Parine . :-::..... 

Corps, etc. At the sane tine, OSWALD was under constant observation 	1 • . •••-• 

and study for mbssible future use by the Soviet Intelligence and C
i 

am-vices. 	
. 	

• 
• • 	, 	. 

i 	 7. It should be noted here that any foreigner, especially as 

- 1- 

	

arican, 1410 arrives in the USSR for permanent or prolonged stay 	
' ... 

41..:ayn in er_imined by .the Soviet State Sto=ity as a possible candidate- 

for future, use (special training and recrultreat)within the USA cr 

other countries (but against the USA). After a good study and inves-

tigation which continues about six months in 
Yoscow, under ncrnal 

financial nunzart and minicum comfort from the KGB, the EGR sakes its 

conclusions: that OSWALD is clear and is who 12° claims to be and •' 

that be might noseibly be used or useful for Soviet Intelligence or 	' 

CI Service. NOTE: the undersigned believes that during his (OSWALD's) 

first few months in Z.bscow, additionalinquiry and investigation of 

OSWALD wan going ca through the Soviet Embassy in Washington and 

through Soviet agent networks in the USA end posaibly through pro- 

Soviet and pro-Ca__unist organizaticas within the USA.: 

8. After being a fee,  weeks or months in Moscow, OSWALD =creased 

a wish to atny forever in the Soviet Union and to be a Soviet citizen. 

Then the Kra said to him: "If you really want to be a Soviet citizen 

and serve the. C•=uni.at cause, you must denounce American lInzleri..-oiem 

and American citizenship." Therefore, somewhere in this period, 	
_ 

OSWALD went to tho US En-bar:my and renounced his US citizenship. • .... 

After this net State Security decided to give GSWALD some kind of job 

in accordance with his knowledge and capabilities, at the sometime 

contirnling  to study him as a potential agent. 	.• :..- 	' 	.- -.  

. 	. 
9. Because to =eke a good agent-takes a long time and because 	• 

OSWALD wee i.'-patient—find because he had not yet been given Soviet 

citisensblI--the KUB decided not to mete  of him a good agent, but did 

not break relations with him and decided to use him in a more or less 

open way. . 	. 	. 

•• 	• 



• 

6. 

10. Wuun CeieALD ehneee some dieeueiafaeticn about the Soviet any 

ef life (it in uuuel for Aeericane)--ond by this tine Ote;.:ALD had already 

hin ejr1 friend (the Kcn probebly helped him to find her--to make 

him heppy uud to rake cure that be would not leave the Soviet Union)— 

the Me at the enot time continued to train him, probably in the way .  

of en old-fashioned Marxist, telling him that he would be a good 
eiehter against imperialists and against American eiliionaires, such 

Ha ECC=EILER, leMZEOY end others.. And somewhere here, while in this 

rind of training, a low level case officer of State Security told. him 

teat to have a better life in the US you have to fight very herd to 

leery cepitelism, as our Vitlta Sergeyevich says; together with 

cupitelism, you hove to bury all the nillioneires, including your 

fIrct benat end blood-aecker, }E BY (=fie: this is not a tall 
etory; it is the way in which State Security operates with the stupid 

Perelete and with naive followers of the Commemest movement). If on . e..* 

n high level within the K2B it was decided that there is nothing good 

in OSWALD and that he is just a naive Azerican cad that he could not ' 

be relied upon fully, but that nonetheless be could be used because 

he in for our cause and is against capitalism in general, then the 

following would have been suggested—after CSWALD already had asked 

pernicoion to return to the USA: OSWALD was told to be a good 

fighter neiest capitalise and to secure your Soviet citieenship, you 
muet ehce yourself as a good fighter for the Ccmmudst cause inside 

the UZA; then, we give you permission because we believe you are a 

ctrong earmiet to return to the USA and to do something far our 

common cause, ouch as to held any American pro-Soviet cirganimations 

or, for inetance, become a member of a Free Cuba Committee or in case 
of crisis to do coeething outstanding—that will be noticeable everywhere 

that will prove that you are a real Cc inn ct Then, somewhere here, if 

he was already a Soviet agent or note., the girl shoved up, or the was 
there before, but by this time nhe was pregnant and OSWALD decided to 

go to the USA. Then he was told. After this talk, OSWALD shouted-- 

where in your freedom? She in my wife, we have a child, and I would 

like to go. If he did =.ke a big noise, they decided to let him end 

her go; or if he already was a trained agent, then without any kehd 
of noilse on his part, but with mope difficulties,  peraissica NMe granted e 
for her to go with him. 

11. locking at the wife of OSWALD, we should have in mind that e- -.- 
the was and still is an agent or at least a low-level informant of the 

KGB. If she was not before she net OSWALD, she became so after the 

second day ohe net bin. This is the reeuletion in State Security on ' 

how to handle foreigners—it makes no difference whether they are 
Comeuelete or not. 

12. Investigaticn of CSWALD'a wife should be undertaken as 	. 
coon as pcasible, with special attention being paid the geestions to follow: 



7. 

a. First, who is the? her education, profession, age, fp-I/Ty 
background, Party affiliotioa (Ko7.somol remberthip). If she was a 

mober cf the Kuosomol, then the Komsomol organization will take any 
stcpt poocible against her traveling to the US. Alto, the must be 
expelled fro= the Kooso=o1, and then the automatically would be 
considered a member of the Toperialist Camp. Then, if the was a member 

Of the Komsomol end this action did not toe place, it was because of 
KGB interference against such action. The sane action would relate 
to any of her relatives—father, mother., brothers....if they were 

menbert of the CPSU or Komsomol. 

b. To which offices was she invited before and after their 
narriage? If she was invited to some official Soviet offices, and It 
these offices asked her not to marry a foreigner and not to go with '' 
him, then probably she was not a member of the Komaccuil and she did 	• 
it on her on will; but if she answers that no one invited her to 
much offices, then the whole job was done by the KGB—anoothly and 
quietly, with no talk going around about it. 

c. Who helped her end how many tines to write papers for 
the Soviet Minittry of Foreign Affairs to say that she had married 
en American citizen and would like to go with him to the USA? If 

it was done a few times and with great difficulties, then probably 
it was done only with a little help fro= the KGB. If, however, the 
papers were premared only once and permission was granted after only 
a few months' wait, then everythz  was done by the KGB . (Accord-  Hz  

to the America= newspapers, her application for permission to coma to - 

the US was processed very easily and quickly.) 

d. When and where did they register their marriage? Who were 
the witnesses to that marriage? How many relatives and friends (of 
wife) were present at the wedding and celebration. -What Rind of 
gifts did they receive at the time of marriage end from whom? Where • 

did they take um residence after marriage: Were they given en apartment, 

or a room? And in what neighborhood? 

e. Where did her husband, CSWALD, work? In what factory? 
What were his hours of wort: How land did he spend in }Mscow before 
he vent to hinak? Who chose Rinsk—did he or did someone else? 

f. Who were her husband's friends? From what circles? 
Workers? intellectuals? 

g. How many times were she and her husband—while they lived 

together -- invited to the police atations or any other Soviet 
govermant offices, together or separately? .(1141.t: There is no other 
office than the KGB which would make such on invitation. It makes 
no difference if they were agents or not.) 
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h. Row smart (intalliEent) in shc? Does she really speak 

no Englinh? Is her Enslish better than she shows or better than it . 

should be after being here only two years? Or worse? 

1. What does she say about life in the Soviet Union? 

j. Did her husband have a gum while he W3S in the Soviet 

Union? If so, how does she know about it? When did he get it? Did he 

beve special permits-Lon to carry a gun?, Did he bring this gun with 
him across the border? For your information, nobody carries a gun 

in the USSR rithout the KGB eventually learning of it Least of all 

an Ameriann.. 

k.!:Who gave financial help to then before they left the 

Soviet Uaiom? (DOLE: For a regular worl:er in the Soviet Union, it is 

impossible to save enough money to buy a ticket and.make any Ylnr/  of 
preparations to go abroad.) 

1. Who gave lnstructions to C6WPLD to ask for financial 

assistance et the American EMhassy upon his return to the USN? 

m. Was their first child barn in Russia—bantized in the USSR? 

if so, in what church? Whose idea was it? Did they baptize their 
second child, barn in the US? 

n. If 05:2ALD never had a permanent job here in the USA, then 

who was going to finance his wart trip to the USSR? Row' much did his 

wife know about his plan to return to the USSR via Cuba? 

13. The investigation of the wife should be made step by sten, . 

keening in mind and never forgetting that OSWALD as well as she 

herself were under constant observation and with constant-contacts 
with croons of the EBB. Without such observation and contacts with 

organs of the 1MB, no foreigner csnaive within the Soviet Union. 

4-- In any investigation of this case we should not lote the initiative. 
4' 

In view of the extraoriir—y circuastances surrounding this case the FBI, througl 

the Department of State, could logir-vily enough reguest that the USSR provi
de 	. 

available info on OSWALD's story in the USSR and the purpose of his visit t
o the 

Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. A friendly nation Can be expected to 	such 

a request. We might learn a great deal from the Soviet reply. 
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On some TV program on November 23, 1963, or '?0  L (A.' 

i November 24, 1963, it was reported that the Dallas Police 

I Department had questioned a.JOWRODR1GUEZ, a fellow employee 

of OSWALD, at the book warehouse from which assassination 

of President LENNEDY occurred. Office of Security had 

check made of visa files of Department of State regarding 

or overstay period of admission. Visa Number

B-2 visa at Embassy, Havana, Cuba, valid through March 5, 

JOSE MIGUW,RODRIGUEZ,y2cMOLINA, possibly identical. • 

not .41entified and no address given. He was warned not 

to accept work . 

this name and located following information regarding one 

1961, for one ,  month's visit to a cousin in _New York City, 

On March 6, 1959, latter individual was issued 

1490477 was issued. Following description was given: 

DatV_Df_birth: 	 1/27/36 
Place or_birth: 	'Havana Cuba 	 _ 	--- 
Height: 	 5'6" 
Weight: 	 180 pounds 
Hair: Brown 
Eyes: 	 Brown 
Complexion: 
Manital status: 	

Fair 
 . 

Home address: 	 Calle 15 #201 Lawton, Ilavanai LIZ,v 
- -- 	 -. 

On November 26, 1963, PETR S.AERJABIN, an 

admitted former_Soviet intelligence officer, furnished 

the following'informationconcerning LEE HARVEY OSWALD 

and his wife: 

DERJABIN does not believe the Soviet Government • 

bad any knowledge of OSWALD's plans to assassinate President 

LENNEDY; however, he does believe that OSWALD and his wife 
had some connection with- the Russian intelligence service. 
He said the Soviet Government undoubtedly has a file on 

OSWALD and feels that it should be requested to furnish 
information regarding OSWALD's activities while in the 
Soviet Union. Normally, when an individual leaves the 

Soviet Union and has been working for the government, he 

would be furnished some clothes and transportation expenses 

to his destination. Since this was not done, DERJABIN 	' 

- 41 - 
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1 
feels that OSWALD's departure from the Soviet Union was 

4  planned by the intelligence service. OSWALD must have been 

i investigated upon his arrival in the Soviet Union and 

probably,lived in Moscow while he was undergoing 

investigation prior to his going to Minsk. Also, DERJABIN 

feels that OSWALD must have been indoctrinated into the 

Soviet system prior to his being permitted to return to 

the United States, or he was considered unstable and allowed 

to leave as an undesirable. He said OSWALD's wife must 

have been an uneducated peasant type and considered safe 

to leave the Soviet Union or had connections with the Soviet 

intelligence service. 

DERJABIN believes that the wife of OSWALD should 

be observed closely and thoroughly interrogated. DERJABIN • 

suggested that amc,,g others, the following questions should 

be asked: 

1. When was it that she first met OSWALD and 
the details concerning such circumstances. 
DERJABIN said that if she was not working 
for intelligence service at the time of 
the meeting, she would have been contacted 
within two days. 

2. Where they lived in Minsk and details 
regarding the type of apartment. 	 11: 

3. Details regarding OSWALD's activities 
while in Minsk during non-working hours. 

4. Where did he go and how long was he gone 
during the evenings. 

5. How well did he learn the Russian language. 

. 6. Was she a member of the Komsomol, and were 
any of her family members of the Communist 

Party. 

7. What station in life did they occupy and 
were any of them officials of the Soviet 
Government. 

- 42- 
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8. Details regarding their securing permission . 
to leave the Soviet Union. 	 • -• ' 

9. Details concerning events leading to their 
marriage. 

By communication dated November 26, 1963, information 
was received from the Savannah FBI Office that one "HOBO" SMITH 
had telephonically advised - 	an employee of a television 
station in Columbia, South Carolina, on November 9, 1963, he 
knew President JOHN F. IENNEDY was going to be killed. This 
same individual again contacted the employee on November 26, 
1963, and said be had tried his best to keep the President 
from being shot but was too busy. This caller also claimed 
he had "protected WILSON with his life as far as he could go" 
and indicated he was a good friend of DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 
and had written many letters to him. The caller indicated 
he goes by the name of "HOBO" SMITH but this is not his real 
name. 

The above information was furnished to SAC ROBERT I. 
HOUCK, Protective Research Section, U. S. Secret Service, 
on November 27, 1963. SAC BOUCt advised his files reflect 
no record of "HOBO" SMITH. 

iA'review of information in WFO files reflects 
one "HOWSMITH,_also_known_as JAMES LEWI3SMITH,_253 
Oakland Avenue, SpartanburgL.South Carolina, was known' 
as a chronic complainant in 1946. 

By communication dated Novembe 26, 1963, Los Angeles 
FBI Office, advised Lieutenant MICHAFADRO, who was 
formerly assigned to U. S. Marine Corp6,Air Control Squadron 
Number 5, Marine Corps Air Facility, Santa Ana, .California, 
in 1958, had been upset by literature received by LEE 
HARVEY OSWALD ,who was a member of this unit in early 
1958. OSWALD reportedly told DEPADRO such literature was 
being received so he could practice Russian. 

On November 27, 1963, IC MICHAEL VERNON DEVOL 
determined from U. S. Marine Corps files the service record • 
for DEPADRO, which would contain his home addressill'm 
presently stored at the Military Personnel Records Center, 

St. Louis, Missourii 

- 43 - 
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8 April 1964 

MLNORANDUA FOR: 	D:Tilty Director for Plans 

SUBJECT: 	 Status Report on Work for 
the Warren Commission 

1. Paras 1 and 2 of the attached memorandum reflect 

work already done and forwarded to the Warren Commission. 

Para 3 indicates material now in process. Items a and c 

will be completed by IS April. Item b is dependent upon 

an answer from the FBI which as late as this morning is 

not forthcoming. 

2. Regarding the other suggestions made by! 
, I do not believe he should discuss any aspect of 

this case alone on any basis with members of the Commission 

staff. If this is done, he should be accompanied either 

by! or/ 	 who is working on the case. 

As for the questioning of Marina, I would be reluctant 

to have! 
figure directly in N

-i  anyone else from Clandestine Services 

3. The suggestions made in para 6 have merit and 

if you agree, we will tell him to proceed with these. 

Attachment 

(0(-17 
Document Number 	 

to. FOIA Review on JU? 107R 

CS C 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

SUBJECT 
	

Status Report oni 
Warren Commission. 

1. To clate,1 	has prepared and forwarded through 
appropriate channels to the Warren Commission the following papers: 

a. Chronology of OSWALD in the  USSR, October  1959  -
June 1962 

b. Questionnaire for  Mrs. Marina OSWALD 

c, Biographic Information on Mrs. OSWALD and Her Relatives 

d. Name List with Traces 

- a revised list of approximately 160 persons known to 
the OSIV.A.LDs, with traces, was submitted in March. 

e. Soviet Use of Assassination and Kidnapping  
(a background paper) 

1. Soviet Press Reaction to the Assassination of President  
Kennedy, 23 November - 31 December 1963 

2. In addition, we have prepared and forwarded several other items 
including the following: 

a. A letter to the Commission providing information on OSWALD's 
Soviet weapon (February). 

b. Answers to the Commission's questions concerning information 
in Sia'.c. Department files (April). 

/c. Pictures and biographic 
!*). 

, 
1, 

g/'S 

8 April 1964 

Work for the 



c. Pictures and biographic summaries concerning two Soviet 
officials stationed in Mexico. (Providedi 	 for forwarding 
to the Commission). 

3. At the present time we have the following items in progress: 

a. Additions to the chronology based on material recently 
made available by the FBI. 

b. A picture of OSWALD in Minsk which was found. in CIA. 
Graphics Register. (This is not to go to the Commission until the 
results of an FBI check with the source of the picture becomes avai1a.b1 

p. A brief summary of the OSWALDs' contacts with Soviet officia 
a.i.d other citizens after their arrival in the United States- 

- 
4. phave reviewed Marina OSWALDTS testimony before the Commissi 

and plan tti return to the Commission's offices for a further examination of 
pertinent transcripts and exhibits next week. Mr. David Slawson of the 
Commission's staff has indicated a desire to discuss the Soviet aspects of 
the case informally with me after his return from a field trip. With your 
approval, I shall do so. 

5. Mr. Slawson also stated that Martha is to return to the Commissio 
for further questioning and that he would advise us of the date that this would 
occur so that we might submit more questions for her if we wished. He 
voiced his uesire to have someone from CIA (he implied that it might be rne) 
present when Marina. is again testifying. 

6. I believe that we should not conclude our work for.the Warren 
Commission without preparing a brief analysis of certain aspects of the 
Soviet phase of the OSWALDs' careers. NOSENKO's testimony has probably 
eliminated the need for some of this, but I think that we should do a brief 
essay on Marina and on OSWALD too, drawing together what we believe to be 
the significant features of their life and activities in the USSR. This should 
include a comparison of OSWALD's experiences with those of other defectors 
to the USSR, going beyond the information already provided the Commission 
on this subject. 

GU" 
r k • .3 ja - 2 
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kVEN1NU NEWS wiTa WAUVER CRUNKITE 	
5/9/75 	 5 

CRONKITE: New questions are being asked
 about the assassination of President 

Kenneey and about boo purvey Oswald, th
e man who killed him. Daniel Schorr 

hee kelened eeme Med ficant details abo
ut the Russian phase of Oswald's 

life. 

DAN1CL C1:1101ili: In February, '64, ten weeks 
after the Kennedy assassination, 

Lieutenant Colonel Yuri Nosenko of the K
GB - the Soviet secret police -

defected to the U.S. with details of th
e KGB file on Lee Harvey Oswald. Now 

his existence and his FBI interrogation 
report have been disclosed, after 

eleven years. Nosenko told the FBI the 
KGB considered Oswald mentally 

abnormal, possibly an American agent, de
cided not to try to recruit him. 

The report wasn't cited when CIA Directo
r John McCone and his deputy. .- - 

Helms, testified before the Warren Comm
ission. Today, McCone explaiee. e. 

JOHN MCCUNE [former CIA Director]: It i
s traditional in the intelligence 

busincee that we do not accept a defecto
r's statements until we have proven 

beyond hny doubt that the man is legiti
mate and the information is correct. 

It took some time to prove the bona fide
s of the man, which subsequently were 

proven, however, but were not known at t
he time of the testimony. 

SOHORE: Nosenko said the KGB had decide
d to refuse Oswald Soviet 

citizonehip, tried to e.,et rid of 
him, and only after he slashed his wrist

s 

to a Moscow hotel, permitted him to go t
o Minsk, with instructions that he 

be watched but not recruited. Russians 
who hunted rabbits with Oswald 

reported he was a very poor shot. 

When Oswald turned up at the Soviet emba
ssy in Mexico in September, '63, said 

Nosenko, the KGB vetoed a visa for him. 

Miter the assassination, in November, th
e KGB found in Oswald's file an entry 

that the Kdb in Minsk had tried to influ
ence Oswald in the right direction, 

suevetin;; a poeeible uosie:nment. But a
 crash report to Nikita Khrushchev 

cencludee that was a bureaucratic, self-
serving statement and wrong. 

—Daniel Schorr, CBS News, Washington. 
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Mr. Richard Helms 
Deputy Director for Plans 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Washington, 25, D. C. 

Dear Mr. helms: 

The Cormission has recently received a report 

from the Federal Bureau of Investigation covering an inter-

, _iuw that took place be peen representatives of the Bureau 

and the recent Soviet defector, Yuri Ivanovich iosenko. . 

It appears to.  us thatlosenko's  defection,  

tether or, not it is authentic, is or very great  interest  

to tiir.:+•(..:clission. I would like to set up a conference  

early in the week of March 9 between  members of the Cora- 

staffnmdme#'"•:s  of the_CIA-:to  discuss  th.j.smatter',  

further and to nxclore generally the work your Agency has / 

in progress of interest to this Commission. 

Will you please contact me at your earliest 

convenience to set a tine for this conference. 

Sincerely, 

J. Lee RAnkAn  

Dacurnimt Number 	
 f, Ceeral Counsel 

for FOIA Revio,..t on JUH 1973 

Cs C011 
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13 April 1964 

1. called as in at 0900 and showed as in draft a memorandum 
recording his conversation with Allen Dulles on Saturday 11 April re CI.1.1 
assistance to the Warren Comnission. In essence, the conversation dealt 
with questions wh.rh the Warren Commission will direct to CIA. Cony 
follows? 

2. 1 	has suggested that nothing further be done re preparation 
of an analysis of the OSWAlD affair pendirg receipt of the questions from 
the Coxaission. Answering these questions night make it unnecessary to 
prepare an analysis. 

3. 1 	asked that we prepare, on a priority basis, a rep17 to 
the FBI communication containing two reports an the OSWALD case from 
Nosenko. 1 	is handling. 1 	and 	are to see it in 

. 	. 
draft. 

P.S. 1 	also returned to as the several items of Oswald production 
borrowed on U. April. 

Doourrerrt Nunilsw 

for FOJA, Review 02  
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13 April 1954 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 	Deputy Director for Plans 
Ms!,k4  o 

SUaJECT- coDiMassions with Mr. Allan W. Dulles 
on trio swa 230 0,1ki it prvI. 

1. At the instructions of the DDP, I visited Mr. 
Dunes on Il April to discuss with him certain questions 
which Mr. Dulles feels the Warren Commission may pose to . 
CIA. Mr. Dulles explained 'that while the Commission....o.00. 
wished to clarify certain aspects of the Oswald case- La 
which a response from CIA seemed necessary it was not sure 
how the quasticas should be posrd nor how CIA should respomd.„ Mr. Dulles hoped that cur discussions would emanle himotp-o,  
.advise the C4A131i33i0.0 on this natter. He first raised the O:  allegation that Oswald was a CIA agent. Ha mentioned-two 
sources for this accusation. One was Mrs. Marguerite ,— - Oswald, Lea Harvey Oswald's mother, and the other was 
Mark Lane, Mrs. Oswald's attorney. He suggested that the Commission, in asking us this question, might well forward 
a summary or pertinent excerpts of the testimony concerning 
this natter. He noted, however, that Mrs. Oswald's testi-
mony was so incoherent that it would be difficult to find 
pertinent excerpts, thus it would be better for the Com-
mission to summarize the testimony. 

2. Mr. Dulles then suggested that the response to this questioncould be in the form of sworn testimony before the 
Commission by a senior C/A official or a letter or affidavit. 
He recalled that the Director of the FBI had replied by: - 
letter to a similar question. In any event, Mr. Dulles • felt the reply should be straightforward and to the point. 
He thought language which made it clear that Lee Harvey 
Oswald was never an employee or agent of CIA would suffice.. we should also state that neither CIA nor anyom acting 
on CIA's behalf was ever in contact or communication with 
Oswald. Mr. Dulles did not think it would. be  a good idea 
to cite CIA procedures for agent assessment and handling 
to show that it would have been unlikely for Oswald to have 
been chosen as a CIA agent to enter Russia. Thera are always exceptions to every rule and this night be misunderstood by 
members of the Commission with little background in activity-
of this sort. I agreed with him that a carefully phrased 
denial of the charges of involvement with Oswald seemed 
cost appropriate. 

EMIL? _ 10p  
Document Number 	

1 
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3. Tha next question concerned the possibility of 
Oswald's having been a Soviet agent. Mr. Dulles suggested . 
that the Commission's question on this matter be phrased 
somewhat as follows: "In the knowledge or judgment of CIA 
was Lee Harecry Oswald an agent of .the Soviet intelligence 
services or the intelligence services'of other communist 
states at any time prior to 22 November 1963, or was Oswald 
solicited by these intelligence services to become such an 
agent?" After considering this question, it became apparent 
that the problem of making a "judgment" as to whether Oswald 
mieht have become an agent of a communist power was subject 
to tne sane difficulties we would have encountered if we . 
had tried to answer the allegation of CIA affiliated by 
citing CIA's own procedures. If CIA, in responding to.tha 
"judgment" portion of the question, were to say that in - . 
light of its knowledge of Soviet Bloc procedures i Was 
unlikely that Oswald would have beccee their agent, we 
would have to admit that exceptions are always possible.' 
Mr. Dulles and I felt tharit would be better to avoid this 
and confine our response to a precise statement of fact. 
• This sta meant, in Mr. Dulles' view, could note that CIA 

pessesse! 1:143 knowledge either gained independently or free 
its stud of the materials supplied by the Commission 
tending ,e show that Lee Harvey Oswald-was an agent of 
the Soviet intelligence services, or the services of any 
other Communist country, or-for that natter of any other_ 
'country. 

4. Both questions were discussed individually but 
later Mr. Dulles suggested that because they were 	. 
connected it would be better if the Commission posed them 
in one letter to CIA. I agreed that this might be simpler. 

S. After covering thesequestions of direct interest 
to CIA, Mr. Dulles mentioned other issues which concerned 
the Commission. Ha remarked that members of the Commission 
could not understand why CIA had not begun as investigation . 
of Oswald as soon as it received word that ha had defected. 
I noted that this question had been discussed with Mr. 
Rankin and his staff and there seemed to be considerable 
understanding of the practical circumstances which made it 

Vw 	
impossible fo-FCIA to undertake such investigation inside 

/' 	the USSR. I expressed the hope that it would not be necessary 
for ,CIA to place matters of this sort in the public record. 
Mr. Dulles agreed. 
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6. ?4r. Dulles then asked if 
it were normal for 

tho Soviet Government to permit a 
Soviet woman to marry 

a foreigner and then allow her to 
leave with her husband 

shortly after the marriage. This q
uestion perturbed the 

Commission and they would like to 
have an answer. I said 

that whereas the response could ha
ve some bearing on whether 

Oswald was an agent, the problem 
seemed to lie Dora in the 

consular field and I suggested tha
t the best way to obtain 

an opinion on what constitutod "no
rmal practice" in marriage 

cases in the USSR would ba to ques
tion tha Department of 

State. Mr. Dulles agreed with thi
s 

7. Mr. Dulles expressed his ap
preciation for the 

assiatance accorded him and said that he would discuss the 

framing of the questions for CIA with Mr. Rankin on Mo
nday, 

13 April. At this point I did offer a personal opinion in 

regard to the way in which CIA sh
ould respond. Noting that 

testimony on questions such as the
se would be difficult to 

insert in the public record, I sug
gested that it would be 

best if the CIA response were in 
written fora. However, 

much will depend on the form in wh
ich the equestions are 

: erentolly put to us and I imagi
ne that a final decision 

can bff nada at that time. 

O. At no time during these discuss
ions did Mr. Dulles 

make any inquiries about Nosenko a
nd I volunteered no infor-

mation on this score. 

J 
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1. On Friday, 6 March, in response to a q
uestion from/ 

Paul Dillon stated th
at the questions foci 	

re 

the Oswald case "woul
d not be asked". i 
	stated that the 

FBI was covering the whole Oswald ca
se, spending a good d

eal 

briefly on this matte
r 

of time on it. / 

2. On Monday, 9 March, I saw,/ 

and protested the dec
ision not CO ask our questions

. He reiterated 

that it had been deci
ded "that the FBI sho

uld handle the matter
 and 

(.0■■■■■mma I 

cur questions would n
ot be asked". He thou

ght, however, that th
ey 

would be covered even
tually. I indicated t

hat I had no confiden
ce 

.coulkl not get the p
ertinent information.

 Later that same day 
I 

mentioned all this to
/ 	He agr

eed to raise question
 anew 

in the FBI's ability 
to cover the Soviet p

hase. I indicated tha
t it 

would not be possible
 to complete our job on the Oswald cas

e if we 

with _ 
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11/9/79 vffiw 	ilialua,:ta/:.p.ealo thintral 	.gunay Waohi.aton, D.U. 
War 

You 11;ora not ootat1 on my ap:eal for  fora waiver of charmer I Wu prinridod proof 
that my work mud intorout are Euhlic rather than for eresenal gala. Ms =arta Crtd 
the...ulaurUmait. of Juutice have no found sou tho vepartmoot has waiVoo teen and 
ranteLul what I had kula. ;:ati I huvu rLoO that a court haa hold that =dor them 
°audition tho CIA alma ciay not ao..ena oharmoa I t..oreorn writ.) to rte end yco re 
thin aua other appeale on which you have net notoa, same relating to =questa 
now *beet aiGht yeara old. 

If you require uoro i-fortut.loo that 1 have krovidoa please ask, for it. 
I would lia, to know when you expect to act on the,4 quit* old ap!east. 
I aluo would liku to Lmow .bun to entat the balance of this ax azoszoiiintiati 

Bata/dal. 
In purtiuular I would liko to ituou whoa to expect taryionanka informizioc yowr 

afriaavita in omm ofx my caws alltim wan doclaaalfied for thollottre Select Crn3Attele 
on eatAmninationa. 

alueorely, 

Harold Wielzberg 
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 	
/ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505 

5 AUG 1976 

Mr. Harold Weisberg
 

Route 12 

Frederick, MD 21701
 

Dear Mr. Weisberg:
 

This responds to yo
ur letter of 21 Jul

y. 

Enclosed you will 
find the list of n

umbers given to yo
ur 

requests, with the
 shorthand descrip

tions used by us. 
Note 

that we have, indee
d, included the nam

e Yuri Nosenko, cur
rently 

.under F-76-I43. 

In regard to your 
request for an org

anizational chart 

of this Agency, we
 quote in part fro

m the CIA Act of 1
949, 

Section 6: 

"...the Agency sha
ll be exempted fro

m the provisions 

of section 654 of T
itle 5, and the pro

visions of any othe
r 

law which require t
he publication or d

isclosure of the 

organization, func
tions, names, offi

cial titles, salar
ies, 

or numbers of pers
onnel employed by 

the Agency...." 

As you can see from
 this language, a f

ormal request from 

you would have to b
e denied under (13)

(3) of the Freedom 
of 

Information Act as 
being specifically 

exempted by statute
. 

Request number F-75
-6669 is broadly co

mprehensive on the 

Kennedy assassinati
on and the investig

ation thereof, and 
ob-

viously overlaps an
d duplicates some o

f your more specifi
c 

requests. You have
 described a "new 

request" which dup
licates' 

in part what has r
ecently been reque

sted by Mark Allen
. How-

ever, any document
s responsive to th

is "new request" a
re already 

covered by the bro
ad and comprehensi

ve wording of your
 request 

under F-75-6669 an
d are part of the 

re-review currentl
y in . 

process and of whi
ch you are aware. 

Therefore, we have
 not 

assigned a new num
ber to this reques

t but shall contin
ue to 

treat it under F-7
5-6669. 



You again refer to the "the Borsages request." If you 

mean Borosage, we do not have a request from him on the 

Kennedy assassination topic. We reiterate our belief that 
you were possibly confusing the name Borsage with Belin who 

did make a similar request and who did receive exactly the 

same documents released to you, nothing more. 

Regarding the name Hugh McDonald, first raised in your 

letter of 2 March 1976, we were given insufficient biographi-

cal information with which to make any positive identification. 

In light of your language, "If you can confirm or deny that 
McDonald was ever an Agency employee of any kind....So, if 
there is any information you can let me have I would appreciate 

it. I will not contest a negative decision....", we did not 

record this as a formal request warranting a separate number. 

However, you should understand that under the same provision 
of the CIA Act of 1949 quoted above, we would have to provide 

a formal denial under FOIA (b)(3) of any document responsive 
to such a request. 

Finally, although not raised by your letter of 21 July, 

we must advise you that certain of the documents found re-

sponsive to your F-76-382 on Martin Luther King, Jr., have 

necessarily been referred to another component for review. 

We shall not be able to get our response to you on this re-
quest by the end of this month as earlier projected, but shall 

do our best to expedite it when the materials reach our hands. 

Sincerely 

Genf F. Wilson 
Information and Privacy Coordinator 

Enclosure 



Requests of Harold Weisberg 

F-75-004 	Personal (subsumed under F-75-4927) 

F-75-4765 Yuri Nosenko, etc. (subsumed under F-76-143) 

F-75-4927 Personal 

F-75-6669 Kennedy assassination 

F-75-6838 Materials given to FDR 

F-76-105 	Heine affidavits 

F-76-143 	Yuri Nosenko, etc. 

F-76-149 	Olson papers 

F-76-219 	Rocca source material 

F-76-382 	Martin Luther King, Jr. 

F-76-405 	1967 CIA review of Kennedy assassination into 

F-76-437 	CIA's use of Rocca 

F-76-438 	Behavior modification 


